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Alto chain 
goes bust 

Receivers were called in 10 days ago to consider the future of the South-east based 10 
Alto financial director Nigel Smethers blames the Gulf War, London bomb scares and the recession for the problems. The five-year-old chain, the first to sell just cassettes and CDs, has shops at Heathrow and Gatwick airports and one at Victoria raUway station in London. "Because of the Gulf War, our two airport locations were down 50% on business on the previous year," says Smethers. Only one of the stores is safe from closure, the Meadowhall shop in Sheffield, which is owned by a separate company, Alto Music Retail PLC. The future of the other nine stores will be decided by the receiver, the name of whom has not yet been confirmed. 

Kurd show to go 

round the world 
The organisers of the concert for Kurdish relief are winning the battle against time to get the gig off the ground. Support from the music in- 
being added to the three-hour bill every day and the concert will be broadcast on TV to 27 

The Red Cross, promoter Harvey Goldsmith and the BBC are working together to set up the event, The Simple Truth, on May 12. The Wembley Arena line-up now includes Chris de Burgh, MC Hammer, Gipsy Kings, Snap, Alison Moyet and Lisa Stansfield. Satellite links are being set up to broadcast live and re- corded performances by Gloria Estefan, New Kids On The 

Block, Hall And Gates, Peter Gabriel — joined onstage by Sting and Sinead O'Connor, INXS, Paul Simon, Rod Stew- art, Ryuichi Sakamoto, Lavine Hudson, Kurdish singer Shivan Perwer and possibly Alexander O'Neal. MC Hammer has donated the use of his live production crew and rig to the event with- 
Jake Duncan, handling the event for Harvey Goldsmith Entertainments, says: "The main problem is obviously time. We are putting a three- month production schedule into 10 days and having to work around a large show — MC Hammer — thai is already in Wembley." The TV and radio produc- tion will be handled by a 125- 

strong BBC crew based in the Wembley Arena car park. AH the staff involved with the concert are working around the clock and Duncan adds that the music industry has been very supportive. "A lot of people have rung us offering help. So far there have been no major problems and we seem to be getting there," says Duncan, Organisers believe that now tickets are on sale, at £15 in- cluding £5 donation, the public and the press will support the 
A spokseman for A&M, which is releasing the event song The Simple Truth by Chris de Burgh on May 13, says it has received more than 25,000 advance orders for the 

Hacienda 
man dead 
Gang warfare and increased police activity has rid Man- chester's Hacienda club — which re-opens this Friday — of two of its worst trouble- makers. The club closed three months ago after a man chased its head bouncer through the building with a handgun. The gunman is now believed to be in police custody having been charged with another offence. Meanwhile the shooting of Tony Johnson, a leader of the city's Cheetham Hill gang, has also raised hopes that the re- opening will be peaceful. Johnson is believed to have been a focus of problems at the club. Two men, a 31-year-old from Manchester and a 25- year-old from Cheetham, have been charged with his murder. Factory Communications — co-owner of the club— refuses to comment. "It is not appro- priate," a spokesman says. The company says that the climate in the city has changed suffi- ciently for it to operate safely. 

Cash hope 
for widow 
of Marriott The widow of Steve Marriott could receive a cash windfall from a forgotten royalties ac- count for her husband. Friends had feared thatToni Marriott would be left penni- less following the Small Faces frontman's death after a fire at his Essex home last month. But Decca royalties man- ager Andy HoUis says about £70,000 in royalties remains unclaimed in an account dat- ing back to when the Small Faces were signed to the label in the Sixties. "If Mrs Marriott can provide legal documents to give me the go-ahead, she will receive Steve's share of the money," says Hollis. Mrs Marriott and the other three members of the band could receive up to £17,500 each from the account. 

K-tel sues Winter 
K-tel International is suing Ron Winter, the man in charge of the UK arm of the company which folded in March. Re-named European Artists & Entertainment when Win- ter bought the company in September 1990, the company went into receivership six months later. Now, Pat Broderick, MD of K-tel International which had concentrated on UK video re- leases, is taking Winter to court over his use of the K-tel 

The action is against an- other of Winter's companies, Classique Records. Winter bought the music side of K-tel last year with a non-exclusive licence for the catalogue. But Broderick claims Win- ter failed to honour the agree- 
K-tel has now secured a court order, pending trial, to prevent Winter and Classique using the K-tel brand name or its catalogue. 

Broderick: legal move 

Meanwhile, European Art- ists & Entertainment is being liquidated by The Official Re- ceiver. A spokesman says there is no creditors meeting planned so it is unlikely that creditors will receive any com- pensation. 
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Power and you can soy "Hello 750,000 and support through a masstv6 marketing Hammersmith, Paris, Madrid, Prague, Athens, Milan, campaign. And if you want to advertise in one or Munich and Moscow." Because Rock Power is a Pan- two countries only, no problem. Our central media European publication dedicated to hard rock. With sales facility will help you place advertisements in proven editorial teams at home and abroad, we're the countries you want. For full feedback, your first determined to make Rock Power the finest hard issue and media pack, telephone the London office 
rock magazine in Europe. We're already well on the now on (071) 253 4478 And be first in on a 

'a' guaranteed circulation of Publication that's set to be the biggest noise in rock. 
ALL ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES; UK OFFICE 071 253 4478. 



NEWS DESK: 071-583 9199 NEWS 

Ivors suffers TV pull-out 
An otherwise faultless 36th Ivor Novello Awards was mar- red when a worldwide TV deal fell through less than 48 hours before the show was due to be- gin. Organiser BASCA had se- cured a deal the previous week for worldwide TV rights to the event with Dutch production company Chapter 10 BV and Song Seekers International. But the agreement fell through just two days before the event. BASCA general sec- retary Eileen Stow says prob- lems started cropping up after the deal was signed, "At the eleventh hour, we weren't happy with the agree- ment that was being offered so we pulled the plug on it." The deal was reputedly worth a five-figure sum to BASCA and would have been the first TV rights granted since the early Sixties. The confusion failed to take the sheen off a star-studded oc- casion at the Grosvenor House Hotel, which attracted stars such as Phil Collins, Cliff Richard, EMF, Seal, John Bany, Dame Vera Lynn and Lisa Stansfield. The show was sponsored by PRS, sponsors 

Collins: "just a drummer who writes a few songs' 
since 1974. Phil Collins picked up his first Songwriter of the Year award from Jason Donovan, bringing an end to Stock Ait- ken Waterman's three con- 

Collins told the Grosvenor House audience: "Here I am in a room full of songwriters, and I'm really just a drummer who writes a few songs. This means a great deal to me." Other winners included Alb- ert Hammond — writer of One Moment In Time, Nothing's Gonna Stop Us Now and TTie Air That I Breathe — who picked up the Special Award 

for International Achievement from Chris Rea. John Reid picked up two awards on behalf of Elton John and Bernie Taupin for Sacri- fice, which won Best Song and Best Selling A-Side. Oscar winner John Barry, who wrote the soundtrack for Dances With Wolves, won the Jimmy Kennedy Award, while Bill Wyman and Ronnie Wood picked up the Outstanding Contribution to British Music award on behalf of the Rolling 
The winning songs and pub- lishers were: Best Contempor- ary Song: Killer by Adam 

"Adamski" Tinley and Seal- Henry Samuel. Published by MCA Music, Virgin Music and Beethoven St Music. Best Song Musically and Lyrically: Sacri- fice by Elton John and Bernie Taupin. Published by Big Pig Music. Best Theme from a TV/Radio Production: Victor- ian Kitchen by Paul Reade. Published by Air Edel Associ- ates. Best Film Theme or Song: Witches by Stanley Myres. Published by Warner Chappell Music. Best Selling A -Side: Sacrifice/Healing Hands by Elton John and Bernie Taupin. Published by Big Pig Music. Best Theme from a TV/Radio Commercial: Only You by Geoff MacCormack and Simon Goldenberg. Published by Vir- gin Music. International Hit Of The Year: All Around The World by Lisa Stansfield, Ian Devaney and Andrew Morris. Published by BMG Music Pub- lishing. PRS Most Performed Work: Blue Savannah by Andy Bell and Vince Clark. Publish- ed by Andy Bell Music, Musi- cal Moments and Sonet Pub- lishing. Outstanding Services to British Music: Robert Farnon. 

EMI debuts 
on laserdisc 
EMI Classics makes its debut in the revived laserdisc mar- ket this week with six titles, writes Phil Sommerich. Vision, the company's new label for laserdisc and VHS re- leases, is set to market an- other three titles in June. EMI Classics video produc- tion director Roger Press is confident about the format, and expects to see combi- players, taking both video and audio discs, available soon in the UK for less than £300. Among the first EMI Clas- sics releases will be Nigel Kennedy's The Four Seasons and Kiri Te Kanawa singing Mozart. 

Frith back as 

Charly rejigs 
Charly Records has hired a new sales director to focus on the company's increasing dis- tribution business. Alan Frith, formerly sales director at A&M for 14 years, joins as sales director taking over from Joop Visser who be- comes A&R manager. Frith worked at A&M until last year when he left to start his own consultancy 

rather than the company's dis- tributed labels, says managing director Tony Heneberry. "Joop will concentrate on our own label identity. Alan is being brought in so that we can also gear ourselves up to make the most of our distri- buted labels," he says. Frith comments: "The new attitude at Charly Records excites me. They have a good catalogue and good people here and we want to expand on that." 

Parkfield in 
final pay-out 
Parkfield Group creditors will find out at a meeting tomor- row, Wednesday (May 8), how much they will receive as the company goes into voluntary liquidation. The video and engineering company has been in adminis- tration since it collapsed last July with liabilities of more than £300m. Administrator Cork Gully has since sold off all saleable parts of the company. The company has put £2.64m into a trust account, the amount claimed by prefer- red creditors. The remainder will be divided among credi- tors at Wednesday's meeting. 

Palmer steps up to Island board 
Island Records has promoted 4th & B'way label boss Julian Palmer making him one of the industry's youngest company directors. At the age of 27, Palmer joins the seven-man board having spent five years with the company. He began his career in the music industry 10 years ago as it for ATV Music. 

In 1984, he joined Island's club promotions department. The following year he signed a licensing deal for the Jocdgfe^ Brown single Somebody Else's' Guy, a record crucial in the setting up of the 4th & B'way dance label. In 1987, Palmer left Island to increase his experience of A&R and joined CBS where he signed Paul Johnson. 

the end of 1988, he i. turned to "the more intimate set-up" of Island and 4th & B'way and later signed Mica Paris, Will Downing and li- censing deals for Tone Loc, NWA, Eric B and now the Gee Street label. Palmer's delight at his pro- motion is matched by his en- thusiasm for the label. "It is great to be associated with 

something that has turned into a quite significant label." The other directors on the Island board are founder Chris Blackwell, managing director Marc Marot, A&R director Nick Angel, chairman Tom Hayes, finance director Giles Barwood, legal director Ian Moss and international direc- tor Phil Cooper. See People, page 31. 

COMMENT 

The record industry is suffering its own peculiar form of McCarthy- ite witchhunt this week over the BPI's investigation into alleged chart hyping. Names are being flung around wildly as rumour fdls the vacuum left while the BPI's committee considers the evidence. Most of those implicated in the rumours may well be innocent, but the sheer scale of the current speculation makes it all the more important that the investigation does clear the air once and for all. If anyone is found guilty, heads must surely roll. For the sake of everybody. 
Let's hope last week's court decision on Sunday trading finally provokes a change in the archaic English law. Scottish retailer Andy Lown reports he now does up to 20% of his business on the Sabbath (see page 4). Experience has shown that the more available you make recorded music, the more you sell. Opening on Sundays is a logical extension of that process. Staff who work each Sunday at Music Week to bring you the charts will confirm that it's no fun losing a day of rest. But if that's what the market demands, then so be it. 
Congratulations to BASCA and the PRS on the excellent Ivor Novello Awards. The status of the awards among songwriters appears higher than ever, reflected in the impressive 

The organisers were clearly disappointed that the deal to televise the awards fell through at the last moment, but they may reflect that it has been the fact that the awards have not been televised to date which has given it such a relaxed feel. Or is it simply that publishers are much better behaved than record company people? 
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The American railroads once went bust because they thought they were in the railroad business. They weren't They were in the travel business. In the same way the music business is really part of something much 
industry. It has, however, regarded itself as recession- proof, believing that an album represents better value than, say, a cinema ticket. This is nonsense. Forty million Nintendo games were sold in America last year. At 30 dollars each they represent one large squeeze on the record business, competing for the same bucks. In addition to which such items as video cassettes, sports shoes, satellite and cable TV, comic books, computers and package holidays are also chasing the same money. None of this, however, is happening in a time of economic expansion; the consumer's ever-shrinking pound is now being courted by an array of entertainments, of which music is but a part. 
The industry's conservative response started from retail, where buying-policies have been increasingly restricted to fast-moving certain bets. Record companies, as a consequence, have retreated into bankable catalogue exploitation and mainstream pop. Companies like Island made their reputations by taking risks. In the current climate there's little incentive to push the musical boundaries. One constant catch-phrase of the music business is the need to break new acts. This is, however, myopic. We need to break whole new genres. There is a time-bomb ticking away: in two or three years time the conservatism of the current recession could leave little room for musical innovation. Remember what happened to the American railroads. 

NEWS 

CND launches dance album 
CND is to release a double al- bum of dance music in an ef- fort to make up revenue lost due to cancellation of this year's Glastonbury Festival. Mike Green, of the peace campaigners' fundraising unit, says: 'The fact that there is no Glastonbury Festival this year has left, a big hole in CND's funds. Hopefully this album will fill the gap." 

Organiser Michael Eavis called off the festival this year following clashes between po- lice and travellers in 1990. The double album, Give Peace A Dance, is released in conjunction with Mix Mag and Indie Top 20 label Beechwood Music. It features 29 dance tracks and remixes from The KLF, Gary Clail and The Orb and is backed with ads in the 

 ; press, selected month- lies and commercials on Lon- don station Kiss FM. Green hopes the album will sell between 15,000 and 20,00 copies. Green says CND chose dance to reach a younger audi- ence whose numbers in the or- ganisation have declined since the late Seventies and early Eighties. 

Stores wary after 

Sunday law ruling 
Record retailers are giving a cautious welcome to the court decision lifting injunctions on stores flouting the Sunday trading laws. The Court of Appeal action was brought by DIY chain B&Q and Wickes Building Supplies. Both stores had been opening on Sundays and were fined the maximum penalty of £1,000 under the 1950 Shops Act. Local councils then sought an injunction to pre- vent them from opening and breaking the law. But record dealers are not rushing to open stores on Sun- days. Louise Dickens, a publi- cist at Tower Records, whose Piccadilly Circus store used to open on Sundays until it was 

told to close, says; "We have made no decision on Sunday opening yet, but as soon as there is a firm ruling that allows us to trade on Sundays, we will trade." A spokesman for HMV says: "We are monitoring changes in Government legislation and will review our position ac- cordingly." Neil Boot, marketing man- ager at Our Price Music does not see the ruling as crucial to record retailers. "As far as Sunday trading and music re- tail goes, there are only a few stores who do it. Sunday trad- ing is not an important issue." Our Price does open some stores on Sundays, but like HMV, these are only in key 

tourist areas such as London's Piccadilly Circus. Billy Gray of independent retailer Andy's Records, in East Anglia says: "It's some- thing we're looking at closely. The laws as they stand at the moment are something of a nonsense and the sooner they are cleared up, the better." Virgin Retail declined to comment. Scotland has seen no restric- tions on Sunday trading for six years. Andy Lown, manager of Tower Records' Glasgow branch says: "Sunday trading is an essential part of business up here, it's a day when a lot of people buy records — a good 15 to 20 per cent of our busi- ness is on a Sunday." 

Rebello wins jazz award 
BMG's young pianist Jason Rebello has received one of the highest accolades at the Perrier British Jazz Awards. The 22-year-old picked up the newcomer of the year award at the event, held in conjunction with the fifth Birmingham International Jazz Festival. Veteran Humphrey Lyttleton won the award for services to British jazz. Sony Music received the best previ- ously unreleased album award for Buck Clayton's Jam Sessions From The Vault. PoIyGram collected best re- issued album for Roland 

Rebello: Perrier accolade 
Kirk's Rahsaan — The Com- plete Mercury Recordings. Humphrey Lyttleton also features in a six-week season of jazz programmes on Radio Two, starting on May 27. The season features 

Lyttleton's Big Band, Andy Sheppard Quintet, the Kenny Wheeler Big Band, the Stan Tracey Quintet and the Ronnie Scott Sextet. There will also be a Monday night show where personalit- ies ranging from Sir David Steel to Sir Brian Rix will choose their favourite per- formers and songs. • Jazz Art, a new label set up by Jazz FM founder Dave Lee and David Platz, MD of Bucks Music, releases its first record this month, an album by singer Lianne Carroll. The label was launched with fund- ing from the Arts Council. 

PRS veteran is new secretary 
The Performing Right Society has appointed Brian Wilkin- son as new secretary for the royalties collecting organis- ation where he has worked for 30 years. Wilkinson, 50, replaces for- mer secretary Ruth Orchard, and will retain his position as secretary to the PRS general 

council. Wilkinson says: "I have been here for 30 years so I am very excited to get this chance. It is a very interesting time." Wilkinson joined the society in 1961 as a clerk in the ac- counts department, becoming assistant general manager of mechanical rights society 

BRIT1CO, then operating der PRS in 1979. He returned to PRS proper in 1981. Ruth Orchard was society secretary for four years before resigning in March. Public af- fairs controller Terri Anderson says her departure was not connected with the job losses announced at that time. 

Classic CD 
seals disc 
rights deal 
Classic CD has settled a row with the MCPS over the use of contemporary music on the magazine's give-away sampler discs, writes Phil Sommerich. The MCPS had insisted that Classic CD pay copyright fees for contemporary works in- cluded on the compilation disc. But it has now agreed that in- dividual publishers can waive copyright fees. The free disc is regarded as a key factor in the success of the year-old title, now the UK's top-selling classical magazine, with a circulation of 63,000 plus a further 30,000 to 40,000 in the US. "I am very happy the MCPS has recognised Classic CD's value as a promotional tool," says editor Paul Fisher. "We are very committed to contem- porary music and it needs all the publicity exposure it can 

Most of the tracks on the sampler will continue to be made up of music composed out of copyright, while the MCPS agreement allows the magazine to highhght new re- 

Design firm 
in record 
label push 
London graphic design com- pany FAB is setting up its own label after spotting a singer on TV talent show Opportunity Knocks. The label, to be called either FAB or Shalit Music, is releas- ing the debut single by Matt Burgess through the Total Record Company and distri- buted by BMG. The company has been look- ing to move into the music business since it started out in 1988, says MD Jonathan Shalit, but only now has the right act come along and suffi- cient finance been available. Burgess, the son of Mary Mudd from the Fifties band The Mudlarks, was spotted by Shalit on Opportunity Knocks two years ago. His single I Saw Her First will be out in June. "No company would pick him up because of the stigma of Opportunity Knocks," says Shalit, who has teamed him up with producer Chris Porter. The graphic design com- pany, whose clients include Proctor & Gamble and Am- strad, has already opened its own artist management com- pany and produced the film Death Star for Hemdale Films. 
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BBC slips further 

in battle with ILR 

Gillett scoops 
Sony's top 
radio award 
Radio presenter and producer Charlie Gillett scooped the Sony Radio Gold Award last week just four months after quitting Capital Radio over a disagreement about its music 

Capital and Radio One dominated the music awards, the winners of which were: Gold Award for outstanding contribution to radio over the years: Charlie Gillett. Best Rock/Pop Programme; Cousin Matty (City FM). Best Special- ist Music Programme: The Capital Rap Show (Capital FM). Best Documentary Fea- ture, Rock & Pop: Last Night A DJ Saved My Life (BBC Radio One FM). Local Station Of The Year; Radio Borders. Smash Hits Best Local DJ; Neil Fox (Capital FM). Smash Hits Best National DJ; Simon Mayo (Radio One). 
East West gets 
head of rook in 
staff reshuffle 
East West is expanding its promotions department and creating the new post of head 

Spencer Baldwin, previously club promotions manager at Eternal, has been appointed dance/A&R club promotions manager. Other appointments include former A&R co-ordinator at Perfecto Jean Branch as club promotions assistant. Hassan Choudbury leaves WEA to become TV promotions manager and Nick Jackson de- parts from BMG to take up East West radio promotions. Dante Bonutto, the ex- Kerrang! journalist and East West international A&R man- ager, is promoted to the new position of head of rock, 

Radio One and BBC stations are continuing to lose ground to independent radio, accord- ing to latest JICRAR figures. Radio One's share of audi- ence fell from 24.2% to 23% over the first quarter. BBC lo- cal stations fell from 7.6% to 6.8%. The combined ILR stations' share was up 0.6% to 35.6% over the same period, their highest showing yet. The fig- ures continue the trend which began in 1988 with the intro- duction of split frequency ser- vices and licences for new in- cremental services. James Galpin, marketing executive at The Radio Mar- keting Bureau, the ILR sta- tions' lobbying group which 

Charles Koppelman and Mar- tin Bandier are banking on a hit live second album from Va- nilla Ice, as the first big re- lease after selling their 50% share in SBK Records to EMI for £16m ($26m). The album, Extremely Live, is to be released simultaneous- ly in the UK and the US to co- incide with the start of his world tour in Britain in June. The sale of their stake in SBK could net the partners up to £246m ($400m) as part of a performance-based bonus scheme growth over the next three years. The payment is expected to be around £61m ($100m), but can be no higher than $400ra. The deal makes EMI sole owners of the label which reached turnover figures of £52m ($85m) in 1990, its first full year in business since it was set up as a joint venture 

compiles the figures, says: "We would have been surprised if we hadn't seen a significant increase in the figures. The in- dependent stations are doing well because they have in- creased in numbers. The in- cremental stations and the split frequencies have all es- tablished their audiences." Of the BBC stations, only Radio Four managed a signifi- cant increase — up 7.7% due to its blanket coverage of the Gulf war. Jazz FM's John Bradford, chairman of the AIRC re- search sub-committee says: "This is further evidence of the steady advance of independent 
more choice and established 

" -'I* «, 

Vanilla Ice: new LP 
between the two sides in June 1989. Koppelman remains as chairman and chief executive officer with Bandier as presi- dent and chief operating offi- cer under new contracts which run until December 1995. The Ice album is the follow- up to his platinum debut, To The Extreme, and features a 

stations consolidate their posi- 
"The totality of independent radio is gaining an increasing share of all radio listening and this has to be good news for lis- teners, advertisers and the radio companies which are op- 

petitive media market," he says. RMB is confident that the trend will continue. But Radio One spokesman Jeff Simpson commented; "We can confirm a slight de- crease in the audience over the first quarter of the year, but by March we had recovered to the level of last year. This we attribute to our cash giveaway." 

cover version of the Rolling Stones classic. Satisfaction. The title underpins SBK's plans for the future along with newer acts such as Jesus Jones, currently enjoying suc- cess in the US. Koppelman says of the deal: "When we first set out to build SBK as a joint venture it was always contemplated that EMI would buy our share from us. It was just a matter, of when." He is happier with the rec- ord company deal than with the original sale of the SBK publishing company to EMI. It initially left Koppelman and Bandier without control of the company, he says. President and CEO of EMI Music Jim Fifield paid tribute to the partners. He says; "Their achievements are unique and have played a ma- jor role in the renaissance of EMI Music." 

Old Gold Records, the reissues label has agreed a deal with Capital Gold to sponsor the Paul Burnett Classic Top 30 show. Old Gold is distributed by Terry Blood and Pickwick, not Pinnacle as stated in last week's issue. 
Home Secretary Kenneth Baker, will address the seventh annual congress of the Association of Independent Radio Contractors in London on June 26. The congress is being held in conjunction with the Radio Authority's first annual gathering of all its licensees. 
The Our Price Music Hit The Write Note competition reaches its penultimate stage this Thursday (9) at The Marquee. There are nine bands remaining from the 32 in the four heats. The final four will be announced on the night. 
Rough Trade has still failed to resolve its situation, 11 weeks after accountants KPMG Peat Marwick McLintock were called in to pull together a survival package. Sources insist that a number of deals are still 
The BPI committee investigating alleged chart hyping is not now expected to reach a verdict until next 
lOcc have reformed and are currently working on a new album for Polydor with Gary Katz producing. Kevin Godley and Eric Stewart are believed to be the key members with Lol Creme concentrating on directing his first feature film. 
Nick Hill has resigned as managing director of Castle Vision. According to the company, he left to pursue other interests in the video market, he had been with the company since October 1989. He is succeeded by Mike Flollo, former MD of Hendring Video. 

Vanilla to pping on SBK deal 
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Leo Finlay reviews 12 months of MW's A&R focus 

Trumpeting the Ear 
When The Ear first appeared on May 12,1990, the first band tipped for the top was Blur (pictured) with an enthusiastic "bigger than The Smiths" fore- cast. Earlier Music Week had run a review of the debut gig of a group called Seymour who had "enough charm to fill any gap in the market". The tip was picked up on by Food Rec- ords and a signing, a name- change and two singles later, Seymour have become one of the nation's brightest pop hopes. The Ear was started to con- solidate AfWs reputation as a talent spotter, and in its 12- month existence has put scores of bands in touch with record companies. It would be an exaggeration (and immodest) to suggest that The Ear gets acts signed, but the column has proved a vital stepping stone for many into A&R departments' 
Bands to get their first mu- sic press coverage in The Ear include The Bluebirds, Ther- apy, Butterfly Child, 25th Of May and SKAW, all of whom have signed deals with UK labels. But a year is a short time in the music industry, and only time can tell if these acts can build on their early promise. 

Hemel Hempstead's The Late Road Lunatics are an- other Ear success, as manager Trevor Dilks explains: "We had an amazing reaction in the UK, but also from as far afield as Japan and the US. "As a direct consequence of the piece, two businessmen gave us the funds to release a 12 inch (the Never Until Now EP on DDI Records) and with- in a week we had four Radio One daytime plays. "We had been around for two years, but 12 lines in MW suddenly made it all happen 
Basingstoke's Papa Brittle had previously made contact with some major A&R people, but manager John Hole be- lieves an Ear mention worked wonders for the band. 

"It really revitalised inter- est in us," he says. "The piece was most helpful because it was read by all the decision- makers." Quality control is the key to The Ear's success, and while commercial potential is al- ways considered, any act with a hint of originality will be promoted in the column. While granting EMF their first national coverage ("their debut Unbelievable could eas- ily do the business," MW, Sep- tember 1) is important, help- ing a fledgling outfit get a non "pay-to-play" gig is just as sat- isfying. With recent Ear entries like Tansicane, The King B's and Big attracting serious major interest, it is gratifying to think "you read it here first". 

THE EAR 
MW's Talent Tipsheet 

LONDON MARK CHAMBERS Chambers reckons he's "happy doing what I'm doing"; that is, busking at Finsbury Park tube station. His considered, soulful songs and rich vocals deserve a far wider audience. Contact: Mark Chambers Tel: 081 883 1149 
GODLIKE BASS Despite a rather muddled pro- duction, this four-piece's demo indicates they are worth keep- ing an eye on. Their mix of indie, hard rock and electro- nics does not always come off, but in E Base and Nagasaki Birthday Party they have the makings of very good pop songs. A paternal producer could iron out their technique, but a stint on London's small venue circuit would probably do them more good. Contact: Tristan Quinn Tel: 081 960 2042 

low-key for mass appeal. Good songs abound on their five- track demo, however, with The End Of An Era weaving a par- ticularly melancholy spell. Worth hearing with a view to an album deal, but a long-term plan might be necessary to break them. Contact: Joanne Carrigan Tel: 081 747 9051 
ANGELS ONE FIVE Having Hurrah's ex-drummer in their midst is as close as this four-piece have got to the big-time, but their three-track demo augurs well for the fu- ture. Sister Haze is a fine pop song while the sprightly, con- temporary sound of Have You Seen The Weather shows off vocalist Darrel Dee's vocals to good effect. The ingredients are all there. Contact: Darrel Dee Tel: 071 831 9608 

nitely be heard by anyone in- vestigating the area. Their sound is more adult-oriented than the likes of Massive, and probably would not work in a club atmosphere, but in Jo Nye they have one of the strongest vocalists this side of Annie Lennox and songs like America and, particularly, I Want You Out Of My Heart sound perfect for discerning older listeners. Contact: Steve Evans Tel: 0225 776616/0225 751224 
WIRRAL 

ECSTATIC ORANGE This duo's classy pop recalls near namesakes Orange Juice. Intelligent, but perhaps too 

BATH 
The West Country is currently bubbfing over with dance tal- ent, and this trio should defi- 

ELECTROPEOPLE This duo's electro-dance has a dated feel, with the likes of Dead Or Alive springing to mind, but Colette is a spunky, soulful vocalist capable of j bringing the songs success- j fully out of the arrangements. We All Need Love works well, with an emphasis on her voice rather than techno-gimmick- ry, and it is this aspect Electropeople will need to de- velop to be noticed. Contact: John Berry Tel: 051 625 5141 
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ANNOUNCE THAI AS FROM 7TH MAY 1991 

ALL RHYIUM KING PRODUCI WILE OF DISTRIBUIED 

IHROUGO SONY MUSIC OPERAIIONS 

TO ORDER RHYfOM KINO PRODUCI 

CALL SONY TELESALES ON = 0206 395151 

OUTER RHYTHM 

PRODUCI Will CONTINUE TO 01 
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PROFILE 

' 

X 

Africa. PARENTS: Father — director of Dunlop. Mother — teacher in South Devon, EDUCATION: Blundell's School in Tiverton where he gained one 0-level in Geography. CAREER; 1963 Joined WH Smith as a sales assistant handling news deliveries for a small shop in 

the West Country, "I only went there because I wasn't given a lot of options. The alternative, being a steward at the Royal Naval College in Dartmouth, seemed pretty gruesome." 1964 WH Sm th management trainee based in Sutton, Surrey, 1968 Moved to WH Smith store in Poola. 1969 Shift manager at WH Smith, Heathrow. "It was like a pressure cooker, an amazing retailing experience." 

1970-1972 Liaison manager at WH Smith, Swindon distribution centre. Had to deal with queues of impatient lorry drivers during the 1972 oil crisis. "1 learnt a lot about defusing situations and negotiation." 1972-1975 WH Smith Retail Group planning manager. 1976-1980 Development manager of WH Smith Craftsmith stores. "It was a very interesting project but unfortunately it didn't 
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Richard Handover has shown you don't need to spend a lifetime 
in the industry to run a successful record chain. By Selina Webb 

No loud tie, no leather jacket: Richard Handover definitely doesn't look the part. He seems completely straight, an incongruous figure to be leading the UK's biggest chain of record shops. In his banker's regimentals and meticulously-polished brogues, he does nothing to compensate for the white hair and crumpled skin which combine to make him look a couple of decades older than his 44 years. Handover's image, or lack of it, has not hastened his acceptance by the record industry. When he was thrust into the managing director's chair at Our Price in August 1989, he had to pick up the pieces after five out of six senior i directors had been sacked for "conspiring" to set up a rival to the company. But his biggest challenge was to earn some respect from both his staff and competitors. With a gold watch's worth of service for the WH Smith Group already behind him — he had worked for the company for 26 years since drifting into a sales assistant's job in 1963 — no-one could doubt that he knew about 
But there was a significant gap in his experience; he knew nothing about the record industry. Some critics accused Handover of being presumptuous, believing he intended to impose Smiths' ways on an industry he knew little about. "He was certainly very arrogant, trying to drive the business," says one record company MD. The man himself insists he recognised the need for a light-handed approach from the start. "It's always unwise to make wholesale changes overnight. First, I wanted to understand what makes the business so successful," he says. And if Handover admits he had to embark on a "steep learning curve", then David Clipsham was fully aware that some early guidance was in order. Clipsham, then acting head of Our Price and now MD of Phonogram, chose Handover for the job. He concedes that the Smiths man's lack of music business know-how has hampered him. "He has had to compensate with his other skills. They had to be that much better if he was going to get away with 

c not knowing about music," he says. I "The main difficulty was with the 3 people within Our Price where, almost " without exception, they are all music '| people." "i. Handover speaks frankly about his Bt progress, and with confidence. His public school education has left him with cultured intonation, but there is no hint of snobbery. Completely at ease with his gangling frame, he has a slightly disorientating presence. His features may seem excessively aged, but he has the demeanour of a vigorous young 
The grey image is also misleading: Handover is not the John Major of the record industry. Side-splitting anecdotes and examples of his 

sparkling wit may not be readily available but, meeting him, it is quickly apparent that he is no bore. "He's a charming man," says Radio One controller Johnny Beerling on the strength of a couple of conversations about their "Hit The Right Note" joint venture competition, "He's very affable, very good company," says his opposite number at HMV, Brian McLaughlin. And those who work closely with Handover all appear to share Clipsham's view that he is "an ace operator and a great bloke". His staff appreciate his straight-talking approach and consistent temperament. "He's easy-going, really good to work for. He has no major mood swings," says one. "Since he arrived staff turnover has gone down. People don't leave," adds another. Handover describes himself as an "operator", he likes nothing better than being out of the office and on the shop floor. "I like being out there, I like selling," he enthuses. "I'm a pain in the backside to some stores. When I come in they probably think, 'Oh my God, he's going to mess up all the tills', but I really enjoy it." A staunch supporter of what he dubs the "log cabin to White House" philosophy, Handover has endeavoured to ensure the company continues to operate as a meritocracy: practically all its key posts are occupied by former sales assistants. It is unsurprising that Handover feels at home in such an environment. After leaving Blundell's public school with just one O-level — he blames the teachers and his preoccupation with the sports field — he took a sales assistant's job. But he admits; "I never had a burning ambition to be a retailer." That changed when the strong-willed teenager was noticed by his local sales director — "we had an altercation because I wouldn't let him in the shop the back way," he remembers — and was offered a place on Smiths' management training scheme. Handover's superior management skills and enthusiasm for learning new tasks carried him through a gamut of jobs at Smiths. He acknowledges that 26 years with one company may have narrowed his vision, but he says he never saw any 
"I was offered a couple of jobs which I thought were interesting, but I was never dissatisfied enough with what I was doing," he says. Despite his loyalty to Smiths for more than a quarter of a century. Handover stresses that his allegiances are now firmly with Our Price. Even when pressed, he will not admit to any ambition to return to his parent company at a later date. "Ten years ago I would have said, 'yeah, I wanna run WH Smith', but now I'm thinking, 'let's see how well I perform at this'. My ambition was to run a company, and that's what I 

am doing now at Our Price." Handover lives in the spire and tea shop environment of Aldboume near Marlborough in Wiltshire, though he is at pains to stress it is a real, working community rather than a dormitory town. Since joining Our Price he has taken up the "exhilarating but absolutely shit-busting" equestrian sport of eventing. It has given him something to talk about with racing enthusiast Maurice Oberstein but, with the exception of his acknowledged tutor and mentor David Clipsham, he has few close buddies within the industry. Handover drives a Mercedes Estate — "it's a practical car, I need it for the children and the horses," he says — and goes to considerable lengths to travel back to Wiltshire at the end of every day. "People think I'm mad, but I'll always go home even if I only get a couple of hours in my bed." For once, the term workaholic could not be applied to this executive. "If I'm finished at 5.30pm, I see no reason to hang around," he says. And he encourages his staff to enjoy themselves. "That's the way to get the best out of people," he says. For all the jibes about Handover's lack of knowledge about the record business, he says he has always been a music fan. Personally he goes for Tina Turner, "something solid or bluesy" or, at the other end of the spectrum, classical. Though he bemoans the lack of exciting new talent currently emerging to "flog", he is acutely aware that his relative inexperience in the industry doesn't yet qualify him to be an A&R guru. He enthuses about a new band but politely yet steadfastly refuses to identify them. "That would be unfair," he says. "I'm not an expert. I don't want people to think that what I say goes for the industry." There are signs, however, that as the early mistrust fades he will become a more visible figure. Bringing Our Price back into BARD after the Barry Hartog hiatus has undoubtedly helped. Former MD Hartog withdrew the chain from BARD in 1989 because he felt the organisation was "unrepresentative". Now Handover has a grasp on the business, he is becoming more outspoken, and is particularly frustrated that retailers aren't consulted earlier when new formats are in the pipeline. "That irritates me. It's short-sighted not to talk to retailers about it until it's a fait accompli," he says. Ask the chairman of BARD what he thinks of Handover and he'll tell you that he's taken to the record industry like a duck to water. For the sake of his own business interests, HMV managing director Brian McLaughlin must have been hoping the initiation would have been less successful. He has since learned that Richard Handover is too shrewd an operator to have given his critics any satisfaction. 



MARKET REPORT 

Albums 
Blues guitarist Walter Trout learned his trade as a member of John Mayall's Bluesbreakers, a traditional training ground for some of the world's best guitarists — Eric Clapton and Peter Green to name but two. Now out on his own, Trout has cut an excellent debut album, which is currently charting in both Germany and Holland. Just released here, Life In The Jungle is a rare delight: a wholly accessible blues album, wider in scope than, say, Robert Cray, but faithful to its roots. Dismiss this album as blues if you like, but it has definite mainstream potential. Shirley Bassey marks her return to the recording scene with Keep The Music Playing, an immaculately 

played and sung selection of familiar songs, among them the Beatles' Yesterday, Elton John's Sorry Seems To Be The Hardest Word and Sarah Brightman's All I Ask Of You. With TV promotion, it can't miss. Paul Young — The Early Years is a bit of a curiosity, with 10 tracks each from Streetband and Q. Tips. The latter band had more credibility, but the former had the hit, a whimsical novelty number entitled Toast, which started life as a B-side, and reached the Top 20 when Britain was, ironically, in the middle of a bread strike. 

LISA FISCHER; So Intense. Elektra 7559608891. The gift of a song written by Luther Vandross is a rare and precious thing, but Lisa Fischer is here the lucky 

recipient of no fewer than four. When Luther's not around, Arif Mardin and Narada Michael Walden keep a tight rein on quality control, making this a consistent and impressive debut album. 
Singles 
There can be no dispute about the week's most eagerly awaited single; Crystal Waters' Gypsy Woman (La Da Dee) is here, and will undoubtedly find a home in the Top 10 immediately it is released. The hottest dance record for many a moon, Gypsy Woman was actually recorded 18 months ago, while Crystal was working as a parole officer. The insidious 'la da dee' chorus can be a little wearing after a while, but there's enough promise in the verses, both melodically and lyrically to 

Marc Cohn: accomplished suggest that Waters can be a bright new star. Either way, expect this record to very quickly repeat its number one Club Chart placing in the Gallup listings. Without a recording contract of his own, and more than happy with the situation, though he admits to "getting one or two pangs" when he sees Chesney Hawkes performing his composition The One And Only, Nik Kershaw also wrote an 

upcoming Elaine Paige single, and has now teamed with Genesis' Tony Banks for I Wanna Change The Score. Typical Kershaw, it's not as strong as the Hawkes single, but should at least nibble at the chart. 
MARC COHN: Walking In Memphis. Atlantic A7747. Singer/songwriter Cohn has been compared to Bruce Hornsby, and it's easy to see why on this accomplished debut single. Subdued gospel backing vocalists and discreet organ bleeds are set against a dominant piano and Cohn's gravelly vocals to create a fabulous first effort. Unlikely to break big as a '45, but Radio One support (particularly from Steve Wright and the overnight jocks) should pay dividends when his self-titled first album is released. Alan Jones 

If football's abiding phrase is "if only" the term that may be- come associated with Guns N' Roses will be "what next". Always at odds with the pre- dictable, the hugely successful US band are set to confound retailers and fans alike with 'their eagerly awaited follow up album to Appetite For De- 
On July 1. G N'R will re- lease not one but two albums entitled Use Your Illusion I and Use Your Illusion II. Both will be available on all three formats — one "widespine" LP with two platters, one CD and 

a first. Marketed in a more ortho- dox fashion by Geffen/DGC is Bang Tango's Dancin' On Coals (MCA/Mechanic Rec- ords), released on May 28. It promises to capitalise on the stir caused by their debut, Psy- cho Cafe. Another US band, and co- incidentally another Geffen) DGC signing, The Throbs have just finished an extensive UK sally. This should bolster sales of both the album The Language Of Thieves And Vagabonds and the single Come Down Sister. Saigon Kick are also likely to benefit from a UK tour. As support to Extreme, the Atlan- tic Records signings are pro- moting their self-titled debut, 
VARIOUS; Til Def Us Do Part. Def American 848 574. A glance at the metal chart on page 20 of this issue confirms metal fans' thirst for compi- lations. So this laudable collec- tion — which includes songs by The Black Crowes, Wolfs- bane, Danzig and Slayer — is 

attractive proposition. Its special price — the LP and cas- sette retail at £3,99 (£2.15, dealer) — plus the offer of pre- viously unavailable tracks whets the palate further. Andrew Martin 

Mid-price is no longer a dump- ing ground for reprocessed analogue recordings by also- ran artists, This month three of the majors launch all-digital mid-price series. "People now expect pure digital sound from mid-price CDs;" says Marius Carboni, head of press at the classical division of EMI, which launch- es Digital DDD with 10 titles this month and another 10 in 
"Over the past year mid- price has really taken off. Any company with a good digital back catalogue has got a gold- mine, and for the public there are a lot of bargains to be had," he says. EMI's first offerings include a recording, not previously re- leased in the UK. of Wolfgang Sowalliach conducting the Bavarian State Orchestra in Russian repertoire, and big- name artists such as Andre Previn conducting the Lon- don Symphony Orchestra and Klais Tennstedt with the Berlin Philharmonic. Decca also gets its DDD Ovation series off to a starry start with 25 titles including Charles Dutoit conducting a French programme, Pavar- otti singing opera favourites, Ashkenazy conducting Beet- hoven and Solti directing Tchaikovsky. Ten more titles will be issued in September. "It is very logical these days that people buying mid-price expect all-digital sound," says Terri Robson, director of Decca Classics. 

Under the Warner Classics umbrella, Erato's first eight titles in its Emeraude series delve into baroque repertoire, while Teldec's Esprit series, starts with 15, many not previ- ously available in the UK. Bill HoUand, of WEA, be- lieves the series will be a tonic to a recession-hit market: "The UK is probably the most price- sensitive market in Europe. The top-price cassette market virtually doesn't exist any more," he says. 
BIRTWISTLE/MAXWELL DAVIES/BLAKE WAT- KINS: Trumpet Concertos. Hakan Hardenberger, BBC Philharmonic/Elgar How- arth. (Philips 432 075-2). The premier of Birtwistle's opera Gawain at Covent Garden this month will draw attention to his trumpet and vibraphone concerto Endless Parade, but it's still brave of Philips to issue it bracketed with two other uncompromisingly atonal late-Eighties works. But Hardenberger's golden sound, energetic orchestral support and vivid recording make this an attractive pack- age. Phil Sommerich 

EMI has a couple of additions to its Legends Of Rock'n'Roll series: Proud Mary (CDP 7958462), a 21 track best of from Ike & Tina Turner and The Liberty Years (CDP 7958452), a 30 track from The Crickets. Both essentially ca- reer summations, the Turner outing is the better, reflecting the ability of the Turners to change with the music, in con- trast with the Crickets who without Buddy Holly around to guide them quickly fell vic- tim to sterility. 

Other ca offer are Classics (Vanguard VMD 73122) from The Weavers, and a pair from The Isley Brothers: The Complete Victor Sessions (RCA ND 90540), which is just that c plete with Shout, and The Complete UA Sessions (EMI CDP 795032). Far better are a trio of twofers from Ace. Bound To HappenAVow (CDSXD 970) collects together a pair of les- ser, but still interesting, out- ings from William Bell. Lovers Who Wander/So Why Didn't You Do That The First Time (CDCHD 943) pairs (Dion's second solo album with \(5 tracks of Dion Belmonts rarities. Even bet- ter is Singin' The Blues/The Blues (CDCHD 320) which pairs BB King's first Crown outings. 
FRANK SINATRA Where Are You (Capitol: CDP 7912092). This 1957 collection of sad ballads, his first with ar- ranger Gordon Jenkins and his first album recorded in stereo, confirms Sinatra's reputation as one of the finest interpreters of a lyric. The re- sult is a fine set of brooding, melancholic songs. Phil Hardy 

Not much major this week, apart from the pick, but check these: MC Hammer Yo! Sweetness (Capitol 12CL 616), Cameo inspired staccato fod- der for Hammermaniacs; Gary Vonqwest Victim Of Love (Debut DEBTX 3116, P), breezy garage canterer; Light Of The World Keep The Dream Alive (Cooltempo COOLX 232), Seventies style soul chugger; Perception Feed The Feeling (TOE 1). hot 

2 For Joy: cantering 
West London white label, girls cooed jazz-funky canterer; Sys'tem X Wind This Up (Subversion X 101, SRD), droning Blackburn raver; Man Machine Step Into Time EP (Outer Rhythm MMAN4EP, RT), bleep/ambi- ent six track; Monica De Luxe The Temperature's Ris- ing (CT Records CTT27, TRC/BMG), plagiaristic bright Italo jangler; 2 For Joy World Party (Mercury MERX 341), cantering corny pop rap; Lon- don Posse Jump Around (Mango 12MNG 774), wordy ragga rap; Sub-Sub Space Face (Ten Records TENX 373), lo-tech brash bleeps; Hi-Five I Like The Way (The Kissing Game) (Jive JIVE T 271), 'teen group's romantic US smash; Tracie Spencer This House (Capitol 12CL 612), plaintive- ly loping US 'teen hit; St. Etienne Nothing Can Stop Us (Heavenly HVN 912, RE), strange old fashioned swayer; Azizi Midnight Lover (Arista 614 196), girl duo's pleasant drifter; D.W.P. That Girl (Criminal BUSTX10, RT), gentle rolling swingbeat. 
CRYSTAL WATERS: Gypsy Woman (La Da Dee). A&M:PM AMY 772. Madly catchy massive dance smash, the biggest in a while. 

10 
James Hamilton 
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CHART FOCUS 
KLF's Last Train To Transcentral climbs to second place in the singles chart this week, but appearances can be deceptive — it actually loses a little ground to Cher, whose The Shoop Shoop Song (It's In His Kiss) still leads by a more than comfortable two to one 

Belgian act Quadrophonia (main man Olivier Abbeloos) hold at number 14 with their self-titled dance smash, while T99 — also Belgian, also a dance act, also fronted by Abbeloos — debut strongly at number 27 with Anasthasia, a notch behind the week's highest new entry, a thematically very different European record, Fading Like A Flower (Every Time You Leave) by Roxette. Meanwhile, Roxette's recent number four hit Joyride dips to number 54, but is easily the current best-seller on a global basis. Already holding pole position in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Australia, it also moves to the top of the 
ANALYSIS 
The chart life of singles is getting shorter but the trend is giving a boost 

On average, a single is now spending 3.6 weeks on the chart whereas in 1990 the average was four weeks, according to a comparison of January to April data for each 
During the same period in 1990, a total of 201 singles entered and left the chart. This year, that figure has risen slightly to 205. Yet some singles — particularly those by new artists — are staying in the chart for up to 14 weeks. Entertainment Research & Analysis general manager Graham Walker says these trends have a mixed effect, "Overall, there are more records entering the chart but they arc spending less time there. The number of chart entries in the Top 75 topped the 800 mark last year, a big increase on the previous year," he says. 

c 

Canadian and US charts this week. In the US, it's the duo's fourth number one, compared to just one for their famous compatriots Abba, who came to fame after winning the 1974 Eurovision Song Contest with Waterloo. Coincidentally, CaroJa became only the third "Swedish act to win the competition when she carried off the grand prix in Rome on Saturday (the second were theV US-based Mormon trio Herrays in 1984). The radiant 24 year old and France's Amina actually scored the same number of points. Carola's victory was due to the fact that she had 

SINGLES WITH STAYING POWER 

It's Too Late, Quartz 14 Move Your Body, Xpansions The One And Only, 12 Chesney Hawkes Gel Here, Oleta Adams Do The Bartwan, The Simpsons 

five scores of ten points, compared to just two scores of ten for the French. Eurovision winners have a dismal record of success in the UK chart in recent years, the last to even penetrate the Top 75 being Johnny Logan's Hold Me Now in 1987. The British entry, and pre- 
To Your Heart by 18 year old newcomer Samantha Janus, shared tenth placeln the competition with the Irish entry. It debuts at number 30 on this week's chart, making it instantly the highest-ranking British Song For Europe since 1984 (when Belle & The Devotion's Love Games reached number 11). Both the Samantha Janus J and Belle & The Devotions i songs were penned by Paul J Curtis, who also wrote last J year's UK entry Give A Little I Love Back To The World (a i number 33 hit) by Emma, and j Let Me Be The One, a 1 competition runner-up for The \ Shadows in 1975, that reached number 12 domestically. 

You Got The Love, 1 The Source SAM Eternal, KLF Love Rears ... Living Colour Crazy, Seal Secrefiove, The Bee Gees 10 Devotion, Nomad Singles with longest time on CIN singles chart January-March 1991. Source: ERA 
"That increase is due to the rise in the faceless dance acts that pop into the lower reaches of chart for a couple of weeks and then drop out again." 

He says the singles that are managing to stick around are those from new acts that make it into the chart's upper levels, such as Oleta Adams, Quartz and The Mock Turtles. It seems established acts, by the nature of their eager fan base, no longer have singles stay ing power. Walker says the singles that stay in the chart for up to 14 weeks are mainly by new acts. "It is a trend that seems to keep happening. Every year, the pace of the chart is getting faster." he says. Two examples are Morrissey's last single Sing Your Life which lasted for just two weeks while last year the Fields Of The Nephilim single Sumerland Dreamed went in one week and out the next. Both were Top 40 entries. "I can envisage that trend of in and out in one week happening a lot more," says Walker. This will cause nightmares for dealers. But it will mean more acts feature in the chart. 

Index of unit Last sales. 100=weekly week average in 1990 Albums 68 Singles 87 Music Video 58 
SHARE OF SINGLES MARKET BY FORMAT 

Four week rolling everages 

THE SIMPSONS Geffen THE KLF KLF Communications OLETA ADAMS Fontana BARRINGT0N PHEL0UNG 
THE FARM Produce 

6 CHESNEY HAWKES Chrysalis 7 MASSIVE Wild Bunch 8 SILVER BULLET Parlophone 9 ENIGMA Virgin International 10 THE ORB Big Life isly uncharted acts. Compiled 
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TOP 75 SINGLES 
THE OFFICIAL Ktusicweek CHART 

1 s 1 ArtstlPi d )P bl L 
I ! S Artist (Producer) Publisher (12 ) (Distdbutor) / 

11 5 THE SHOOP SHOOP SONG 9R „ in CAN Y0U DIG IT7 
JO 22 '0 The Mock Turtles (Smith/Coogan) Virgin Siren SRNlD 136 IF) SRNC136/SRNC0136 / A Epic 6566737/-(SMI 6566734-5566732 {? OQ rm YOU'RE IN LOVE OO UW Wilson PhillinslBallardl EMI/MCA SBK(12)SBK25!EI a , TCSBK 25/CDSBK25 m 

▲ 2 3 LAST TRAIN TO TRANCENTRAL KLFC 3 The KLF {The KLFi EG/ZocVWCAVandee/BMG mmunicaiions KLF 008(X| (RT) KLF 008C/KLF 008C0 /in « t ROCK THE CASBAH Columbia6568147/6568146(SMI 1 HU 26 5 The Clash (Jones) NinedetWirqin 656814416568142 A 3 ^ SAILING ON THE SEVEN SEAS ' OMD (OMD) Raw UnltdrVirgin Virgin VSfTn3lO(f| VSC 131(WSC0T 1310 fll prag TAKE IT HI UdJ FloweredUo(Gilrov)CCAfiroin/Nineden London FUPIX) 1(F) a FUPCS1/FUPCD1 i A 4 1 7 lEaLAraPNaA|Y0NNARTHWOTpA|W0MANI LONSK AO „ WORD OF MOUTH VirginVS(TI 134WSC IJtBASCOT I345IFI Ht, 2b 9 Mike & The Mectianics (NeiVRulherfordl Michael Rutherford/Hit & Run/63 1 

5 ^ , THE ONE AND ONLY O J Chesney Havrtes IShacldock/Kershaw) WC Chrysalis CHS(12) 3627 (El CHSMC3527/CHSCD3527 ® 49 „ , THE OTHER SIDE OF SUMMER WarnerBios,W0025in/WM!5C(WI A HO 44 2 Elvis CostellolFroom/Killen/MacManus) Plangent Visions W0025CO" 
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8 3 , GET THE MESSAGE Electronic ISumner/MarrlWC Factory FAC 2877/TAC 287 (Pi FAC 287C/FACD 287 AC „ , 1 SAY YEAH HU " 2 Secchi featuring OrlandoJohnsonlN.T.M.l PolyGram Epic6568SSA 

9 1 , SIT DOWN 0 James (Norton) Blue Mt. Fomana JIM 8(12} (F| JIMMC8/JIMCD8 ® 47 si 3 POWER OF LOVE-LOVE POWER ^Epic6568227/65682^SM1 ^ 
10 , THERE'S NO OTHER WAY 3 Blur (Street) MCA Food(12)F00D 29(E) TCF00D 29'COFOOD 29 AQ YOU'RE SO VAIN HO " ' Carly Simon (Perry) WC Elektf3EKR123(THW) EKR123C/EKR123CO 
11 10 3 RING RING RING (HA HA HEY) ^ elsea^slan^MCA^' AQ „ „ SECRET LOVE HO 37 11 Bee Gees (Gibb/Gibb/Gibb) Gibb Brothers/BMG Warner Brothers W0014fT)(W) W00140W0014CD A 12 - , FUTURE LOVE (EP) 2 Seal (Horn) Beethoven Street/Perfect ZTT2ANG 11(11 (Wl Tin nn , ANOTHER SLEEPLESS NIGHT JU 65 3 Shawn Christopher (Wilson) WC Arista 114186/614186(BMGl a 411575/664186 
13 » . THE WHOLE OF THE MOON The Waterboys (Scottl Dizzy Heights/Chrysalis Ensign ENY(X| 642 (El ENYMC642/ENYC0642 ® Ci „ , BABY'S COMING BACK i J' 67 3 Jellyfish (Galulenl Virgin/Sunshine Suicide Diatisma US CUSS 2/CUST 2 (F| a CUSC2/CUSC02 0 

14 » QUADROPHONIA ABS Quadrophonia (Quadrophonia/Turbo Productions) IV 6567687/6567686r'6567684 (SMI 52 39 7 MHE"B L°kE IIVdEBSMGC0ME 0N IN) Arista 114?08J142^BMG1 
A 15 33 6 PROMISE ME ^ Epic 6559437/-(SM) 53 El I DON'T EVEN KNOW IF I... On ebttle Indian 47 TP7/47TP12 (PI ^ 
A 16 ^ , JUST A GROOVE Nomad (Rochefortl Skralch Rumour RUMAIT) 33 (PI RUMAC 3JRUMCD 33 CA ,5 JOYRIDE OH 35 to R0xe,te(0fWerman)EMI Kmmmm A 17 - 5 FOOTSTEPS FOLLOWING ME ^ 1 Dcta DEBT(XBll)3iDE6MC31MEBCD3109 |PI CC „ , SENSITIZE oo 59 3 That Petrol Emotion (UttlWC Virgin VS(D 1261 (Fl a VSC 1261/VSCOT1261 0 

18 3 _ DEEP, DEEP TROUBLE The Simpsons (DJ Jazzy Jell/Bylartl Zomba/EMI GeffenGEF 88111 (W| GEF88DGEF88CD CC „ , FEEL LIKE CHANGE OO 56 2 Black (Millar) Rondor A&MAM(Y)780(F| AMMC 780/AMCOR 780 
19 .3 5 RESCUE ME ^ ^ SireW0024(DiW) 1 W0024C/W0024CD J f^7 UgjJ WHEN THE YEAR ENDSJN 1 ^ ^ A1 A1(12|A1324 (BMGl ^ 
20 3 ^ THE SIZE OF A COW 5 The Wonder Stuff IGlossoplPolyGram PoIydorGONEIXHUFI G0NCS11/60NC011 " CO „ . HER OO 63 2 GuylGuylZombafCC MCA MCSd) 1528 (BMGl a •/MCSTD1528 
21 « , HUMAN NATURE PerlectoPBmmZWPIt44401IBMGI 7 Gary ClailOn-U Sound System (Sherwood) Perlecto/PolyGram PD4440! 59 D THATS THE WAYjl UKE ITHREM'X] ' M12FASFSC2DFAC2 A 

A 22 33 GET READY! ( Roachford (Roachford/Fayney/Roachford) PolyGram Columbia 65670W656/0^(SMj 60 CS3 EL^Padf(Glixn^n!Telstar 1 o 
23 " , CHILDREN 3 EMFIGabrieWezzardlWC Parlophone (I^R 6M8 61 39 3 ABBVOUREADYj ^ | 

AtcoB 8830(1) (Vfl B8830a- 
A 24 3, LOVE IS A WONDERFUL THING i 4 Michael Bo lion (Afansieff/Bolton) WOEMI :oIumbia6567717^m6ISMl CO „ 3 GOOD BEAT Drt 53 3 Dcce LitelDeee lilel Virgin Elektra EKR 122{T) (W) EKR122C/EKR122CD 

25 B 7 LOVE & KISSES Dannii Minogue (Moody/Belli EMI MCA MCSIT) 1529 (BMG) MCSC1529/MCSTD1529 fi9 rffll highways OO UaJ The Blessing (no credit) BMG/CC MCA MCSd) 1509 (Fl a MCSC 1509;MCSTD 1509 A 

A 26 ™ RAT(C|LIKEAO(FLOWE|J(EVEFRYTIMEYOULEAraM19M0EMlS 04 46 5 MY HEAD'S IN MISSISSIPPI Warner Bro^ersWOMMW) 
A 97 rm ANASTHASIA A# UAU T99(DeMeyer/Abbeloos)P&M Citybcai-(XLT19J(W1 -/XLS19CD cc 3 THIS HOUSE 03 66 3 Tracie Spencer (Sherrod/Sherrod/Sir Spence) Variou; Capitol (I21CL612/ICCL 612(E) 

28 3c s RHYTHMOFMYHEART 0 Warner Broihers W 001711) (W) cc pnm I'LL BE WAITING OD UaiJ Clive Griffin (Dworniak/Clayton/Griffin) Rondor/BMG Mercury STEP 6®| a STEMC6/STECD6 A 

A 9Q rm DALLIANCE RCAPB44495ll1(rPJM48SIBMGl AS Uu The Wedding Present InocrediOHalllr PK44495rPDW35 CC „ 3 OOOPS DO 42 3 808 Stale featuring Biork (808State) Perfect/Second) Vind ZANG19CD 
A 30 E n A MESSAGE TO YOUR HEART H Samantha Janus (Curlis/Macinloshl Paul Curlisfflolly Hollywood HWD 104(1) (SMI wood HWD 1040 68 US] UNCONDITIONAL LOVE Columbia 6567827/6567826 (SM) a 6567824/6567822 m 

31 " c ANTHEM Oeconst. N-Joi (Ryder) Minder/Rydim-island/Virgin/CC uclion PB 44445/PT 44446 (BMG) PK44445/PD 44446 CO , HERE WE GO Columbia6567557/656755676567554(SMI Do S1 7 C&C Music Factory/Freedom Williams (Clivilles/Cole) Virgin 6567552 
A 32 « 3 GONNA CATCH YOU Sup 2 Lonnie Gordon (Limoni/Semplici/Oavolil GLi Gnomi reme SUPEfD IBS'CSUPE 185 (P) COSUPE185 m SINFUL! (SCARY JIGGIN'WITH...) /U 43 5 pete Wylie/The Farm (Wylie) Call This Music'TWC Siren SRN(T) 138(F) SRNC 138/SRNCD138 

33 » SEAL OUR FATE 6 Gloria Estefan lEstelan/Casas/Ostwaldl EMI Epic65677WKTO|SMi 71 rm SHAME ON ME / 1 UaJ Alexander O'Neal (Jimmy JanVlewisI EMI Tabu 6568737/6568736 (SM) a 6568734/6567822 A 

A 34 m akSS? 79 m n WICKEDEST SOUND 49 6 RebelMC(featuringTenorFlyllRebelMCIFiction/CC Desire WANT(X) 40 IP) ■/\VANCD40 
35 30 LONG TRAIN RUNNING 4 Bananarama (Youth) WC 79 E, , RHYTHM IS A MYSTERY /J 61 2 K-KlassIK-Klass)CC Creed CREED 11(T)(SRD) 

A OR rRPI) DEVIL'S TOY JO uaiii TheAlmiqhlv (Tavlor)Almighty Racket/Equinox/WC PolydorP0144/PZ 144(F) P0CS144/- 74 rna spiral symphony ' H hmm The Scientist (The Scientist) Kickin Kickin-(KICK5)(SRD) A 

37 36 
DON'T LET ME DOWN 2 The Farm (McPhersonl Virgin Produce MILK 104(DjP| MILK 104DCDMILK104 71; eo 0 WHERE THE STREETS.../...SERIOUSLY? 58 8 Pet Shop Boys (PSB/Various) Various Parlophone(12)R6285IE| TCR 6285/COR 6285 (s) As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One 

>1 Rhythm Ot My Heart 
.6 Ring R.-ng ftng (Ha Ha 

DaibancelGedge) 29 Rex* The Casbah fThe Deep. Deep Trouble Clash) 40 (Groemn^O J. Jazzy Sailing On The Seven 

* Secret Love (GiWyGibtv 
... 26 Sensitize (McLaughiui) 

Footsteps Following (Without A Woman) Me (Levme/Hunter/ IFomacanMusKer) 4 Wagner) 17 Shame On Me (Howard/ 

>8 Spiral Symphony (The 

1 (Hodges/Peacocx) yf  - 57 McFartand/Lyte) 2 (Come On In) 

rrTiTi 

THE SMASH U.S. HIT • OUT NOW W0036/T/C/CD 

A,\ r)fMiiit 
—I -J -i-J — J STRICTLY LIMITED EDITION 
O 12 PAISLEY PICTURE DISC r ) I ON TOUR IN THE UK THIS WEEK 
7" • 12" • CD ZHj A7702/T/CD/TP % 
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PLAYLIST CHART 
THE OFFICIAL jinsicweek CHART 
! ! - - - n S u ii ! .} 1 . Cher SHOOPSHOOP SONG (IT'S IN..,) Epic A A A A A 52 1 91-7 

ChesneyHawkes THE ONE AND ONLY Chrysalis B A A A A 44 2 8b.U 
5 Roachford GET BEADY! Columbia A A A A A 48 29 Hb.l 
7 Gloria Estefan SEAL OUR FATE Epic A A A A A 46 24 83.6 8 9 OMD SAILING ON THE SEVEN SEAS Virgin A A B A A 45 5 82.5 10 James SIT DOWN Fonlana A A A A A 44 4 79.2 

12 Electronic GET THE MESSAGE Factory A A A A - 40 9 78,2 
14 is Frances Nero FOOTSTEPS FOLLOWING ME Debut A - A A A 43 23 75,6 
16 n Seal FUTURE LOVE PARADISE ZTT A A A A A 46 21 70.3 17 II The Wonderstuff THE SIZE OF A COW FarOut A A A A - 42 16 70.1 
19 u DanniiMinogue LOVE & KISSES MCA ■ A A B - 32 18 65.2 20 a Luther Vandross POWER OF LOVE-LOVE POWER Epic B A A A A 44 51 66.2 
22 ■ Wilson Phillips YOU'RE IN LOVE SBK . A A - A 44 - 62.4 23 v Pete Wylie (With The Farm) S1NFULI (SCARYJIGGIN..,) Siren - ■ A A A 38 43 60.9 
25 lb The Clash ROCK THE CASBAH Columbia - A A B A 36 26 60.2 26 , Rod Stewart RHYTHM OF THE HEART Warner Brothers BAA ■ - 42 20 58.0 
28 be Elvis Costello THE OTHER SIDE OF SUMMER Warner Brothers A . A A A 37 44 65.5 29 u E.M.F. CHILDREN Parlophone A A B B 27 19 55.3 
31 Blur THERE'S NO OTHER WAY Food A* A B " B . 31 11 62.6 32 a The Simpsons DEEP, DEEP TROUBLE Geffen B A - B 27 12 51.3 
34 s. Amy Grant BABY BABY A&M B B - A 28 - 49.4 35 « Deee-Lite GOOD BEAT Elektra B S B A 31 53 48.8 
37 u Pasadenas ANOTHER LOVER Columbia B A 26 - 43.7 38 ..Alison Limerick WHERE LOVE LIVES (COME ON IN) Arista A - 30 39 41.7 
40 a Black Box STRIKE IT UP deConstruction 24 32 41.1 41 . Lonnie Gordon GONNA CATCH YOU Supreme B - B 21 40 39,2 42 uTracie Spencer THIS HOUSE Capitol BBS B A 27 66 37.6 27 56 35.0 44 - The Farm DON'T LET ME DOWN Produce 4 45 n Simple Minds LET THERE BE LOVE Virgin  A A ;  21 63 34.5 46 -Vic Reeves BORN FREE Sense 24 6 34,3 
48 • The Paul Weller Movement INTO TOMORROW Freedom High B '- A 20 - 34.0 49 m Quartz introd. Dina Carroll IT'S TOO LATE Mercuiy 17 55 33.1 
51 « CStC Music Factory HEBE WE GO Columbia 15 51 32.6 
53 a Fearqai Sharkey I'VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU Virgin • B - 28 45 31.7 
55 n Pet Shop Boys WHERE THE STREETS HAVE NO NAME Parlophone 14 58 30 0 56 n Joe Jackson STRANGER THAN FICTION Virgin America B 24 . . " . ,,29'8. 
58 - QuadrophoniaQUADROPHONIA ARS B B - 19 14 29.6 59 « Sting THE SOUL CAGES A&M B - A A 15 - 28.9 

1* . JOYRIDE, Roxette c>11 2 i BABY BABY, Amy Grant JT,'. 3* J 1 LIKE THE WAY (THE KISSING GAME), Hi-Five 4* . HERE WE GO, C&C Music Fsctoiy 5* s [pg TOUCH ME (ALL NIGHT LONG), Cathy Dennis 6* . 1 TOUCH MYSELF, Oivinyls 7* t RHYTHM OF MY HEART, RodSlewan v 8* .. IDONt WANNA CRY. MariahCa.ay 9* i. MORE THAN WORDS, Extreme a.,., in , [uxl CRY FOR HELP, RickAsllev 11* u SILENT LUCIDITY, Oueensryche nu, 12* a 1 WANNA SEX YOU UP, Cole. Me Badd r,;.„, 13 i. VOICES THAT CARE, Voices That Care n™, 14* .. MORE THAN EVER, Nelson 15* i. SAVE SOME LOVE, Keedy 16* a LOSING MY REUGION,R,E.M. V 17* .. YOU DONT HAVE TO GO HOME, The Triplets 18* LOVE IS A WONDERFUL THING, Michael Selton Coliimhi. 19 , YOU'RE IN LOVE, Wilson Phillips 20 u I'VE BEEN THINKING ABOUT YOU, londpnbeat fladieanlv. 21* a MIRACLE, WhilneyHduston Atim, 77 .< HOLD YOU TIGHT. Tata Kemp Giam 73 a WRITTEN ALL OVER YOUR FACE, Rude Boys 74* n WHAT COMES NATURALLY, Sheena Easton MCA 25* a DONT TREAT ME BAD, Rtehouso Epic 26 a IT'S A SHAME (MY SISTER), Mppie Love t 77* . MY HEART IS FAILING ME, Riff 28* . (S) STRIKE IT UP, Black Box RCA 29 a IESHA, Another Bad Crew Motown 30* - SHE TALKS TO ANGELS, The Black Crowes Columbia 

US TOP 30 SINGLES 

US TOP 30 ALBUMS 
MARIAH CAREY, Ma GONNA MAKE YOU SWEAT. C& 
WILSON PHILLIPS, Wi SHAKE YOUR MONEY MAKER, The Black MCMXCA.D..Enigm 
HEART SHAPED WORLD, Chris li 
VAGABOND HEART, Ro COOUN' AT THE PLAYGROUND, 
HEART IN MOTION. Amy Grant 
INTO THE UGHT.GK THE DOORS (OST), The Doors FIVE MAN ACOUSTICAL JAM, Tesia FLASHPOINT, Rolling Stones 20 ii Qjk] THE SOUL CAGES, Sling 

24 a PLEASE HAMMER PONT HURT mM-C 25* . NO FENCES. Garb Brooks  26 a THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION. Madonn 
. AFTER THE RAIN, Ne 
■ TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES II. OS 

Biusic week 

    

The business magazine for the music industry SAVE OVER £25 ON THE COVER PRICE over a year by subscribing today and get a FREE MUSIC WEEK DIRECTORY WORTH £28 (out next January) a total saving of over £50 
I enclose a cheque for £. Magazines To pay by credit card en My card number ii □ Access (Masterc 
Date Card Expires 

Official Organisation/Public Library 
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SINGLE-MINDED APPROACH 
The Kids From Fame, topped the album chart the week before their debut single charted. They benefitted even more from TV coverage, the TV adaptation of the film Fame already being the top-ranked TV programme in the UK prior to the album being released in August 1982. Stars On 45 had already had a number one single before their album came out. Since it comprised primarily the studio group's uncanny recreation of previously known material by the likes of Abba and the Beatles, it was hardly 'new' in the traditional sense. In fact, of all the albums 

dodo within years, but no-one nas yet found any promotional device that has nearly the same impact as a hit 
Quite simply, hit singles create hit albums, and no matter how album-orientated an act may be perceived, it can always benefit from that hit single. 

made it with, least artificial stimulus was the Enigma album. The fact that no other act — 

TRACY CHAPMAN 
Earlier this year, Enigma achieved the rare feat of topping the album chart after just one hit single, said single admittedly, being the massive hit 'Sadness'. In the past 10 years, only three other acts have had a number one album without at least two hit singles under their belt. They are: Tracy Chapman, the Kids From Fame and Stars On 45. Chapman's self-titled debut vaulted to the top of the chart in July 1988, thanks to her widely viewed spot on the bill of Mandela Day, even as 'Fast Car' was becoming her first hit '45. 

Chesney Hawkes, nor any of his predecessors — has managed to top the album chart without a run of hit singles suggests that, whether they are profitable in themselves or not, they will be with us for quite some time. 

• Tracie Spencer entered the chart last week with her recent American Top 10 hit 'This House'. The more superstitious may care to believe that the way Tracie spells her name was a factor in her making it, when three previous recordmakers called Tracey or Tracy Spencer have failed, the most recent being an Italian-based girl from Yorkshire, who came close to charting with 'Run To Me' about three years ago. 15-year-old Tracie is the youngest artist on the chart. 
• Kylie Minogue's I; 'Rhythm Of Love' fell out of the chart a few weeks ago, after a mere 19 week residency. Her previous album 'Enjoy Yourself rode the charts for 33 weeks, while her debut album spent an impressive 67 weeks aloft. But don't write off 'Rhythm Of Love' yet — a radical DNA remix of the track 'Shocked' is ( about to be released as a single (May 20).   

• Hitherto, the best-selling album in Britain was believed to be Dire Straits' 'Brothers in i Arms', with somewhere in the region of three and a quarter ; million copies sold. But recent information unearthed by EMI suggests that the Beatles' 'Sgt Pepper', ^.-previously guesstimated at around 2,800,00, has actually ^.sold 4,100,000 copies, a figure | unlikely ever to be beaten. 

LiJ : o 
© ATM MB DIMENSION 5 

UTOPIA PSI I- 
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12" E.P. 12" SINGI 
u ORDER NOW 
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» CherSHOOPSHC 
7 Zucchero & Pau » RoachfordGETt 

BREAKING THE 12 RULE 

C 
k her's 'The Shoop Shoop Song (It's li • Kiss)' is the first ' number one single nj 

Shot Me Down)', a number three 
The interval of nearly 26 years that has elapsed between her ; first solo hit ('All I Really Want To I Do') and her first solo number is the lonnest in chart history, ot Cher's first number one with the exoeotion of Jackie 

i Mike & The Me — she topped the c out with former husband Sonny on 'I Got You Babe', which nipped in for a fortnight at number one between chart-toppers by the Beatles and the Rolling Stones in 1965. But G- it is her first solo number one, her previous biggest s being 'Bang Bang (My Baby recording. 

Wilson and Ben E King, v have both topped the chart in recent years, 29 years and 26 years after their respective chart debuts - but they both did it with reissued artefacts from their halcyon days, while Cher succeeded, much more credibly, brand new song and 

- ■■ 

• Topping the album chart for the seventh week in a row, Eurythmics' 'Greatest Hits' is the longest-running number one album on the RCA label for well over 20 years. It has also spent longer at number one than all but a few compilations, though it is still way behind the daddy of them all, the Carpenters' 'The Singles 1969- 1973', which spent 17 weeks at number one in 1974. 

• Their latest, 'Ring Ring Ring (Ha Ha Hey)', is De La Soul's first Top 10 single, and has also done better than Curiosity Killed The Cat's 'Name And Number', on which it is partially based. Incidentally, if you've wondered about the telephone number at the start of the record (215 222 4209) it is a real number, though it seems to be permanently attached to an answerphone. The use of a real 'phone number on a record is unusual. Records, television and films usually use numbers in non-existent places (Beechwood 4-5789, for example) or, more commonly an area 555 code, as in "Hi, this is Jim Rockford on 555 814 2341". The code does not exist, and was deliberately set aside for this purpose, at the request of the Motion Picture Industry Association many years ago. Once you know, it's amazing how frequently you hear it crop up. 
• the shortest B-side of any recently released single has to be R.E.M.'s 'Forty Second Song', which appears on the flip of their new chart-rider 'Shiny Happy People'. A folksy strumalong/singalong without words, 'Forty Second Song' is, er, one minute and 19 seconds long, actually. Misleading, or what? I remember the good old days when Cliff Richard released an album called 32 minutes and 17 seconds, and filled it with exactly that amount of music. Of course, Cliff isn't losing his religion ... ■S MIKE MILLS 
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st seductively catchy. 

33 n Bea Gees SECI 

Slow Bongo Floyd's 'Open Up Your Heart' got a brilliant reception when it was released last year. But with only 1,000 white label copies in circulation, demand outstripped supply. Now the track has been given an official release by Epic. The 12" A-side features a remixed Italo-style piano-driven instrumental version, that is good but rather anonymous. The original vocal version and the new seven-inch sitar mix, both featured on the 12" B-side, are more individual and more representative of the group's style. How the Manchester-based six-piece ever came to create such solid dance tracks is something of a mystery. The group's songwriter and singer, Michael Jones, admits that he is not a dance music fan: when Tommy Boy Records unsuccessfully joined the chase to sign the group at the end of last year, he had not even heard of the label. He is also keen to point out that they are not part of the Manchester indie-dance scene. "We are definitely not a scally band", he says. After hearing the sitar mix of 'Open Up Your Heart', it is no surprise to learn that Jones is a fan of The Beatles. However, it is quite a shock to discover that his other big favourite is the folkie Roy Harper. He explains that the group took their name from an abbreviated inscription of a verse which they planned for a long improvised jam. "It meant a slow section, with bongoes and in the style of Pink Floyd." In the end there is no denying it. "I suppose that I am a bit of hippy", he concedes. "But that does not stop me 
Andy Beevers 

Believe the hype - Crystal Waters' stunning debut 45 Gypsy Woman (La Da Dee)' is hot vinyl. Dancefloor demand and serious radio airplay has rataou ted 'Gypsy Woman' to the top of club charts everywhere, and left Waters' UK major label A&M reeling under the impact of an unstoppable rush release. ♦ • d Produced by hyper cool Baltimore production trio the Basement • Boys with their inimitable elegant, underground edge^Gypsy Woman- is sophisticated East Coast garage at itr But what makes the track wholly unique is Crystal Waters' own strangely detached vocal, together with demanding lyrics about urban deprivation shot through with their own heavy irony — a most unAmerican combination. With a family background rich in the best traditions of jazz, 20- year-old Crystal Waters ("my real name, honest") is a very bright woman who gained entry into the of 16 on the strength of a batch of lyrics. An established background singer in studios around her Washington base, she writes her own musical material and refuses to become simply the face and voice for someone else's artistic endeavours. Now the sudden trans-Atlantic success of 'Gypsy Woman' has shot Waters' career into the fast lane. She is currently putting the finishing touches to an eagerly awaited album and should be in the UK to perform her own shows within weeks. Meanwhile she may finally have to give up her day job, processing parole forms for the Washington Border Patrol, from where she conducts telephone interviews during 

Poet Society at the age 

"I've held on to my job until now," she says, "but there's a big difference between working with forms and playing to an audience full of excited kids." Such are the pressures of success. David Roberts 

mi 
m I 

1) GYPSY WOMAN Crystal Waters )) AREYOUGONNABETHEREShayJones T) NIGHT IN MOTION Kubic 22 ■) BETTER THAN SEX Deee Gorgeous ;) ANASTASIAT99 ■) BANBISonsofBerzerk }) FREETHE FEELING Perception -) ALL THAT JAZZ DV8 ■) POWERHOUSE EP Kenny Dope -) THE VOYAGE Sub Culture feat Marcus 

A&M/Mercury12" (ID 12") (Big Time 12") (NU Groove 12) (XL 12") (S.O.U.L. 12") (White Label 12") (Strictly Rhythm 12") (Nu Groove 12") (Strobb12") 
5 featured on Pete long's One FM show, 'The Essential Selection', broadcast every Friday from 7.30 to 10pm. Compiled by sales returns from the 

iderground/Eastern Bloc (Manchester); City Sounds/Vinyl Zone ion); 3 Beat (Liverpool); and 23rd Precinct (Glasgow). 

rdon gonna catch you 
"Jazzy Hot Italian Afternoon Mix" out now 

@® ® ® A 

□ Access (Mastercard) □ Visa □ Arm in Express □ Diners Club 
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"It was created one crazy drug-induced weekend before Christmas," laughs Alex, aka Nurse, of London trio Baby Fox. "We did the track for the hell of it. We thought 'let's wax it on an acetate and get some of our friends to play it', just to hear something really loud and slow." 'Baby B Loveness', the fruits of that hedonistic December weekend, is undoubtedly slow, low and best enjoyed cranked I up to maximum volume. Conjuring up spirits from dub reggae history with a hard bassline and blissed-out vibe, the platter has already attracted praise from the likes of the Boys' own posse and Bristol's finest, Massive. "They got in touch with Rough Trade Distribution and just said 'Who the fuck are Baby Fox, this is a wicked track'." 

The Baby Fox sound is the amalgamation of a warehouse party background, where four years ago the group would mix the work of mad genius producer Lee Perry back-to-back with Jimi Hendrix, and a fine collection of personal musical tastes. While Alex comes from a 70s funk/soul tradition and Chanteuse Baby B is, as Alex explains, "just into anything that's sweet and cute, from Michael Jackson to Frankie Paul", it's Bush Master's taste for the legendary reggae label Studio One that pervades 'Baby B Loveness'. Now, with one killer tune tucked snugly away in their bumbags, work continues on further tracks, with a view to an EP. "We're gonna break the 90bpm barrier," says Alex enthusiastically. "We're gonna go from 88 to 99, all the way DavyddChong 

Oool Outs clubline 
0898 334334 
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37 53 Pasadenas an{ 
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The Egotrip EP' (US Strictly Rhythm SR 1239) 

SECCHI featuring Orlando Johnson 'I Say Yeah (Bruce Forest Remixes)' 

MUNKS OF FUNK 'Wonderful Thing' (Eternal YZ471T, via Warner Music) 

ST ETIENNE 'Nothing Can Stop 
SHAKE INC 'Mona Lisa OD (Baggermix)' (Dutch Go Bang! Records BANG C 

6 RM UPDATE 
□ Record Company/Lobci □ Video Company/Label O Records/CDsTape manufa 
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The NEW 12" single from . . . 

SIMON WALLACE 

& 

L - THE AVC 

"TOGETHER WE'LL MAKE IT" 

FROM DOVE RECORDS LTD. TEL: 071-436 2990. FAX: 071-436 2519 m 
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TOP 30 VIDEO TOP 15 

MUSIC VIDEO THE OFFICIAL Mmsicweek CHART 
| ^ IcSeg^wnningtims Cafno' | 1 ISV'mnningtime Cafno1 11 | cr 
•j , , THE RESCUERS Walt Disney ^ 0 „ „ MADONNA: The Immaculate Coll. .^WMV 1 , .EURYTHMICS: Greatest Hits BMG Video 1 Compilation/1 hr35min 791012 
9,3 , HIGHLANDER Warner Home Video Sci/fi/lhr51min RES 38060 17,. .JANE FONDA'S NEW WORKOUTVideo Coll. '' SpecialInteresflhraOmin LR2218 9. 7LENNON: A Tribute Pickwick ^ 2 Compilation/lhr30min PVL2160 
O , 15 ROSEMARY CONLEY'S WHOLE... BBC J Special Imerest/lhr BBCV4457 ■jo,, „ LADY AND THE TRAMP 11® Children's Cartoons/1 hrl3min Walt Disney 3, 35 PAVAROTm/DOMINGO/CARRERAS PolyGram Video 
^ 3 6 ROADHOUSE Warner Home Video HQ , , JAMES: Come Home Live PolyGram Video '3 MusicMhr 12min 0830923 A, 7. MADONNA: The Immaculate Collection WMV 4 3 24 Compiiation/SSmin 7599382143 
c , , FIELD OF DREAMS Guild Home Video d Drama/1 llMlmin GLD50095 90 pnm WRESTLING SUPER HEROES ZUyJU Sport/1 hr SilverVision K , , JAMES: Come Home Live PolyGram Video J ' Live/lhrl2min 0830923 
g 5 6 THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW Foxvideo 91 ,. , GRAFFITI BRIDGE Warner Home Video ^ 1 Musica!/??hr?7min?? PES12055 R, . DEBORAH HARRY/BL0NDIE: Very Best Of Chrysalis U5 ' Compilation/lhr20min CVHS5040 
7 , 7. PRETTY WOMAN Touchstone ' Comedy/lhr55min D410272 99 THE BEST OF HULKAMANIA Sport/1 hr 30min SilverVision WS904 7 „ 35 DANIEL O'DONNELL: An Evening Wit^Rftz 
O 5 THE T PLAN COUNTDOWN Virgin 0 Special InteresUt hr 30min WD 830 99 7, , GULF WAR-THE COMPLETE STORY Documentary/2hr Video Collection VHR6150 g ^3 [!E^S 0FTHE NEPHILIM: Visionary.. Beggars Banquet 
q . , CYBORG Pathe 3 8 3 Sci-F'i/lhrlSmin PES31030 9/1 „ „ GREASE Musical/lhr45min CIC VHR2417 Q,. ,. MADONNA: Justify My Love/MTV Vogue WMV ;',0 " Video Single/12min 7599382253 

m K .STAR TREK V: The Final Frontier CIC ' U Si-fi/lhr42min VHR2374 9c , BACK TO THE FUTURE PART II Comcdy/1hr44min CIC Ifl. „ CUFF RICHARD: Rock In Australia Music Club/PMI 11U 8 Live/1 hr 15min MC2056 
,2 16 CALLANETICS ^ CIC 9(2 , THE NAKED GUN £-0 - 1 Comedy/thr21min vhrCIC 11 . ,5 PHIL COLLINS: Seriously Live In Berlin Virgin Vision ■ 1 ' 26 Live/2hr45min WD 783 

19 „ , EURYTHMICS: Greatest Hits BMG Video Music/1hr35min 791012 97 „ 3 DEBORAH HARRY & BL0ND1E: Ven £■' Music/1 hr20min /... Chrysalis 19,, DANIEL O'DONNELL: Thoughts Of Home Telstar l1^25 " Compilation/52min TVE1007 
1T rm STEP AHEAD WITH CAROLAN BROWN Vid Coll ! O Uai special Interest/1 hr 16min VC 6105 no , SEE NO EVIL, HEAR NO EVIL RCA/Columbia -co - ' Comedy/lhr37min CVR21761 1820 54 LUCIANO PAVAROTTI Music Club/Video Col 
I^LENNONiATrihute ''pv'^ieo 90 _ , ROSEMARY CONLEY'S INCH... ^3 Special Interest/1 hr lOmin Video Gems R 1301 14 „ 3 GARY MOORE: An Evening Of The Blues ^Virgin 
■j c 7. , PAVAROTTI/DOMINGO/CARRERAS PolyGram 13 Music/1 hr26min CFV11122 Oft , RAB C NESBITT: Drink/Offski/Holiday BBC OW Comedy/lhr 25min BBCV4486 IE s GENESIS: A History Virgin 1 3 42 6 Compilation/1 hr 30min WD739 

THE SIMPLE TRUTH 
CAMPAIGN FOR KURDISH REFUGEES 

m 

THE THEME SONG BY CHRIS DE BURGH 
7", CD & CASSETTE SINGLE RELEASED 13TH MAY 

FOLLOWING THE LIVE CONCERT BROADCAST 
BY THE BBC ON TELEVISION AND RADIO 

ON SUNDAY 12TH MAY. 

Jk British Red Cross 
ALL A&M RECORDS' AND CHRIS DE BURGH'S PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF THIS RECORD WILL BE PAID TO THE BRITISH RED CROSS. A&M RECORDS WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE MANY COMPANIES AND INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE GIVEN FREELY OF THEIR TIME AND PRO- FITS IN THE PRODUCTION OF THIS RECORD. INCLUDING;- M T.A REPRODUCTIONS LTD, C M C S PRINT, B A S F. ABLEX AUDIO VISUAL. NIMBUS RECORDS LTD. 5 STAR PRINT LTD. POLYGRAM RECORD OPERATIONS (DISTRIBUTION). LI 
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TOP 75 ARTIST ALBUMS 
THE OFFICIAL iiusicweek CHART 

nl* t 11 
GREATEST 
HITS ★ 2 

a 2 

a 5 

a 7 

13 

a 23 

38 " » SeIS°E«|GEES * "'"fe'Sl 
39 »" ™^ages. • 

1 

40 «C^SS 
41 D i 

42 3. w DZSS 
43 41 36mcoS«®MUVEI*3 

44CS3 Virgin fntem^onat 
45 " 3®"S2Lhowbwsmiihi C03Si"SSi 
46 « 3 S, 
47 "-JI ISS* 
48 - ^SHEI VIARDIGRAS 
49 D LHS°F

s)
R0DS ;TEWART w™ 

50 « "INNUENDO^ Pi"^JC,Sm 
51 rss 
52 33S3C™FST0NE* GEFDS® S ' 
53raSSGSERI ESVOLS1-3 Columbia 46808&i (SM| 

55 33 Petf7D
p
;SS 

56 « 
57 50 26 HappyMo'ndaylloalenfo^^^me^^A^MO^T^OCtWACnS) 
58 59 « ^sSS 
59 - 
60 3S 4°S™olvesiost1 eSS 
61 -x* Me3SI 
62 33 aTHEDOORS^ 'STS 
63 ^^—-VERYBESTOFT TSisS 
64 « 3 SMOKE &STOONG WHISKEY ^SSw,1 

65 37 ,5 SISnVWWata) T™S 
66 33 25 Rpll^w^arrte r 
67 m SSn™ MeCo™unicjTOmm ■ 
68 33 '}HETBE?T?F•;•!«M■^r'^S7,2^1'F, 

69 33 E,R-ss 
70 « 3S=(Ccra,a^D.| Fu^SS 
71 ™3»[)SI?|hell# Esrs 
72EiSSPS* sbkcdS 
73 I5)8^re!;FC0MASONS*2 1 EMIC0NIGE2(EI 
74 

TOP 20 iimayi991 

COMPILATIONS 
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14-™ 

2(i..,^.y"'E''AB"2 '-ss,1 
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MID-PRICE/BUDGET 
CLASSICAL ALBUMS 

CLASSICAL COLLECTION SAMPLER 
DUETS FROM FAMOUS OPERAS 
HOLST; THE PLANETS 
INTRODUCING THE MOZART EDITION 
ORFF: CARMINA BURANA 
RACHMANINOV: PIANO CONCERTO 2 
THE WORLD OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN 

Nl; ARIAS AND DUETS 
TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 OVERTURE 
ASMF 30TH ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE SAMPLER 
KING OF THE HIGH C'S 
PUCCINI: TURANDOT (HIGHUGHTS) 
ALBINONI/PACHELBEL 

cca Opera Gal. UC:4213204(F 
THE COLLECTION-IN CONCERT 
MOZART: CLARINET/FLUTE/HARP CONCS D 
ORFF: CARMINA BURANA 
THE WORLD OF MOZART 

iK: SYMPHONY 9 (NEW WORLD) 
FF: CARMINA BURANA 

THE WORLD OF KATHLEEN FERRIER 
BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONY 6 IN F MAJOR 
BEST-LOVED CLASSICS 2 
PUCCINI: ARIAS 
BIZET: THE PEARL RSHERS 
MOZART'S GREATEST HITS 

kK: VIOLIN CONCERTO 
MOZART: REQUIEM 
BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONY NO. 9 
PRIMOTENORE 
HANDEL: MUSIC FOR THE ROYAL FIREWORKS 
OPERA HIGHUGHTS-SA 
MOZART: OPERA HIGHUGHTS 
VIVALDI FOUR SEASONS, VARIOUS 

DISTRIBUTION: 
INDIE SINGLES' 

roLL0WING ME Debtlt DEBTIXI3109 (P) 
Produce MILK 104(1) IP) 

PLAYING WITH KNIVES i 
Shut Up And Dance-SUAD14 (i 

HYPNOTONIC/YU-YL 

Sheer Joy SHEER 57/SHEER 5T (APT) 
WIPE THE NE 
(I WANNA GIVE YOU) DEVOTION Nomad &MCMikee Freedom  
jjOpMay. 
RAINBOWS IN THE SK 

OVER^RISING 
TODAY F0 

PULLING MY FINGERS OFF 

EVERYBODY (ALL 0\ 

DISTRIBUTION: INDIE ALBUMS^ 
mEBHASTIN 

THE WHITE ROOM 
SPARTACUS 
K1 LOVING FEEUNG VOL IV 
SMOKE&S STRONG WHISKEY 

11LLS & BELLYACHES 
PURE LOVERS VOL 3 

, POSITIVE REACTION 
METAL CHART 

RED HOT METAL-18 ROCK CLASSICS 
MANE ATTRACTION 

RITUAL DE LO HABITUAL 
SOUL DESTRUCTION 

CORNERSTONES 1967-1970 

FIVE MAN ACOUSTICAL JAM 
BACK STREET SYMPHONY 
BLAZE OF GLORY/YOUNG GUNS II 
PORNO GRAFFITI 
SUPPERY WHEN WET Vertigo VERHC 38 IF) 
BAT OUT OF HELL 

HITS OUT OF HELL 
APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION 
LIVE AT THE BRIXTON ACADEMY 

TVITU ■ the majors their firs| 3 -ica, RykodlSC nd This monih s^art & 
collection ot in stock. 
atld lhree ^ 
HSmbal 
Batkanoloty-1" ^ ,n The 
and Eddie Ujeunes '. 
Blood. 

The Rykodiae apr'oach 

• TheHao^a Jom ■ ■ 
artisisondpion ' aropean What a way to star 
record company. 
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TOP 60 DANCE SINGLES 

THE OFFICIAL Imusicweek CHART 
i i m 111 Ad'in (DilffibiS " - • Ttlo 
<% na ANASTASIA | T99 XL Recordings XLT 19 |W) 

91: 2S 61 GOT YOU WHERE 1 WANT Marva Hicks WingWINGX 11 (FI gg j,, , PLAYING WITH KNIVES^ 
9(7 ,3 2 FUTURE LOVE (EP) Seal ZTTZANGUTIWI 36 33 s T0 NITE M A 

o , 2 TOUCH ME (ALL NIGHT LONG) 97 33 3 GOOD BEAT «■» Deee-Lite ElektraEKR122T(Wl 07 33 3 THE SANITY CLAUSE •4# Zero Zero Kickin KICK 4ISROI 
2 , 2 LAST TRAIN TO TRANCENTRAL ?R « 2JUMP around London Posse Mango 12MNG 774 IF| "JO „ THIS HOUSE «jO TracieSpencer Capitol 12CL612IEI 
A rrai 1 DON'T EVEN KNOW IF... Clubhouse Ifrr FX 167(F) OQ 3, 2 BACKLASH/REVELATION 928... ^•4 Cybersonik Champion CHAMP 1227818MG1 
C 31 WANNA SEX YOU UP 30 34 3 POWER OF LOVE-LOVE POWER /m „ 3 MY WAY -"MimmoMix Whole WHOLE 91248 llmportl 
C , 2 KINDA GROOVY «J 1 HUM Light 0( The World Coollempo COOLX 232 (El Al mm GET WISE! " 1 UiaJ Rodeo Jones A&M AMY 762 (FI 
Ts 2 HER Cappella flrr FX 158(F) AJ 33 6 WIPE THE NEEDLE "t- Ragga Twins Shut Up And Dance SUAD 12 (PI 
O 2 3 RING RING RING (HA HA HEY) 33 mT0 BE FREE J J M.CJ, featuring Sima Tarn Tarn TTT 046 (SM) AO 3, 3 THE RUSH Kromozone Suburban Base SUBBASE 001 ISROI 
Q ,3 3 ANOTHER SLEEPLESS NIGHT J Shewn Christopher Arista 614186IBMG) 

J ■ CashCrew Whisper To A Scream WTST 4 (FI 0.0. at s TEMPERATURE RISING 44 PKA Stress SST 4 (SPI 
ins 2 WAKING UP Nicolette Shut Up And Dance SUAD14IPI 

TOP 10 
45 Q PURELY RHYTHM 

1^3 5 QUADROPHONIA AC ^ , HOUSE FLY Tricky Disco WarpWAP11(Pl 
i 9 6 2 JUST A GROOVE "4- Nomad RUMOUR RUMAT 33 (PI DANCE ALBUMS 

A7 mm THAT'S THE WAY (1 LIKE IT) . •il uau KC&TheSunshineBand MusicFacloryD.M12FAC!IBMGl 
i O rm SPIRAL SYMPHONY | J Scientist Kickin KICK 6 (SRD| 

Ap 3, 6 SWEET SENSATION *4 Shades Of Rhythm ZTTZANG 18T(WI 
-j A 2 GONNA CATCH YOU Lonnie Gordon Supreme SUPET185 (P) 11 1 

» t 2 Title 
Aq mm ENERGY STORM VOL 1 ta um Energy Storm E.S.PJGo Bang ESP 9103 llmponl 

iC, . WICKEDEST SOUND Rebel MC feat Tenor Fly Desire WANTX 40 IPI | | % Artists Aq mm victim of love GaryVonqwest DebulDEBTX3116(PI 
1 fi ts 5 FOOTSTEPS FOLLOWING ME •U Frances Nero Debut DEBTX 3109 IP) 1 , 5 NEW JACK CITY • Original Soundtrack Giant 7699244091/7599244094 (W) Cl 33 7 HUMAN NATURE •4 ■ Gary Clail On-U Sound Perfecto PT 44402 (6MGI 
17,, 3 FAITH (IN THE POWER OF LOVE) '' Rozalla Pulse812lOSE7(BMG) 9 mm MAKE TIME FOR LOVE A. UM Keith Washington Qwest 7599265281/-(Import) 3OOOPS 0£- 808 State featuring Bjork ZTTZANG 19TIW) 
1 fi PHI ''LL BE WAITING • 0 """ Clive Griffin Mercury STEP 612 (FI O 2 2 BRING DOWN THE WALLS... «4 Silver Bullet Parlophone PCS 7350/TCPCS 7360 (El i:oH 3 ANOTHER LOVER Pasadenas Columbia 6568456 (SMI 
1Q „ , RHYTHM IS A MYSTERY •3 K-Klass Creed CREED 1 IT (SRD) A 3 . BLUE LINES T Massive Wild Bunch WBRLP1/WBRMC1 (F) CA ,3 6 I'M ALRIGHT KatherineE Dead Dead Good GOOD 2T (Wl 
90 w, ,1 SAY YEAH Secchi featuring Orlando Johnson Epic 6568466ISMI c . , OMAR CHANDLER j Omar Chandler MCA (USA) MCA 10057/. llmportl 55 33 3 MIDNIGHT LOVER 
91 mm SEASONS OF LOVE 1 WSM Keith Nunnally Giant W0034TIWI 6 M ^JENSE EIekIra EKT87/EKT87C (W) EC ,3 , RAINBOWS IN THE SKY Hypnotist Rising High RSN1 (SRD) 
99 „ 3 GET THE MESSAGE "■ Electronic Factory FAC 287 (P) 7 , 8 MARVA HICKS • Marva Hicks Polydor 8472091/8472094 (FI C7 fl5 31 WANT TO KNOW •44 A Man Called Adam Big Life BLR 38TIRT/FI 
90 ,9 , HOLD YOU TIGHT ^•4 TaraKemp Giant W0020T(W) O pm WAREHOUSE RAVES 5 O UM Various Rumour RULD105/ZCRUMD105 IP) R7 46 s OUT THERE •4 4 Friends Of Matthew Pulse812LOSE8IBMGI 
9/1 18 , WHERE LOVE LIVES (COME ON IN) Alison Limerick Arista 614208 (BMG1 Q . 3 THE ORB'S ADVENTURES BEYOND... *4 Orb Big Life BLRDLP 5/BLRDMC 5 (RT/F) RQ CBa BANG (GET DOWN GET DOWN) OJ tbaw Son Of Bazerk MCA MCA 1254095 (Import) 

in, 5 POSITIVE REACTION '" Caveman Profile FILER 406/FILECT 406 (P) 0053 3 KIKE THE WAY (KISSING GAME) ^ 
ADVERTISEMENT 

REGGAE DISCO CHART 
(3) THE TIME IS SERIOUS Tifabel/Shobbo/Noiiomon Digital BDBI3 
(2) I DONT WANNA BE . . . Trevor SparWFronlcic P MMD 034 

JI:T GT-A'I? 
081 961 5818 

REGGAE CHART 
11 (12) GAL GORGON BoboGcrod 
12 (10) MOVIE OVER INDIAApoctainio. 

3 (5) YOUR BODY'S...ShobbaRHomeTCocooI GRED300 13 |18| AFTER THE PARTY C«qo Tto 8, Judy Mo. 
14 (-) TELLMENOWs^, 

5 (8) COOL DOWNCuityRonb ) WE NO LOTION MANCopdion 
6 (9) THE GOING IS . . .Cutly Ronlu.CocoT, HomoT 16 (-) GIRLS WINE Shcbbo Ran 
7 (7) LENGTH AND STRENGTH SaperBany Cho™aFT49 17 H DJUNinModaBi. Tony Rebel 
8 |4) CAN'T WAIT Soncbe; 18 H GIVEMEYOUR...Mard!i&ilflbi&CultyRonlu- 
9 (6) 100% OF LOVE Beret Hammond 19 (-) YOU'VECHANGEDinlMiaroySidden 

10 (14) RESPECT TO YOU BeneiHouvnond 20 H SHE BOUGHT ME LOVE Dennb Brown 

ADVERTISEMENT 

REGGAE ALBUM CHART 
1 (1) PURE LOVERS VOL. 3vono 
3 (2) SUNSPLASHNini^an 
4 (6) VIGILANTE SQUAD Vanom 
1 (8) HAPPY MEMORIES Vol. 2 Weonw-Ha 
6 (11) DJ OF THE FUTURE SwecBe tie 
7 (10) COLLECTION Bomnglc levy 
8 (9) ONE STEP DUB AagmhoPoWo 
9 (5) TWO FRIENDS TingiTma Various 

10 (7) GUILTY OF LOVING YOU Grermbor 
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iM, 

KissFM. 24 hrFM service, launched September 1,1990. Audience reach: 1m per week. Age profile: 16-24. Key staff: Managing director Gordon MacNamee, head of music Lindsay Wesker. Music policy: Dance, from almost pop to hardcore. "We've learned a lot in seven months, and we are a touch more 
hardcore by nature and evening and weekend specialist shows cover that." Lindsay Wesker. Typical show: Dave Pearce (drivetime). Show divided into three sections with different target audiences — school children, office workers, drivers — plus DJ selections: "Rebel MC didn't go on Kiss's playlist at first but was number one on my list; then the record got liked around the station." Dave Pearce. Typical artists: Bizarre Inc, Quadrophonia, Ragga Twins, Marva Hicks, Urban Soul. Promotions view: "Invaluable for dance artists. People get sentimental about hardcore but we've gone on from that. Kiss reflects what's happened to dance." Ann Matura, press & promotions; Poole Edwards, Press & Publicity. Typical ads: Pepsi, Jetstar, EMI, Big Life, PolyGram. Cost per thousand: £4.44 based on peak rate of £200 per 30 sec slot. Buyer's view: "We make an effort to target records for suitable DJs. High reach among 16-24 adults and cheaper than Capital." Mai Dale, Leisure Process. 

Metal's boomtime 
Heavy metal has never been the media's darling. Branded loud and tasteless it has been viewed as a publishing ghetto area. Now, as if to raise two fingers to the outside world, the genre is enjoying a media explosion. June will see four monthly titles where last month there were none. Metal's video sec- tor is also expanding. But as the hard rock media village turns into a boomtown it en- ters a new era of competition. 'There is not room for all these titles," says Jerry Ewing, deputy editor of Metal Forces and executive editor of Metal XS video. "Metal fans are very loyal — I fancy the titles that have been around longest to survive." Deprived of other outlets via mainstream TV or radio, fans embrace all the specialist mar- ket can produce. Yet many publishers believe there is still room to target different areas within that market. EMAP Metro's recent acqui- sition of the leading title Kerrang! prompted specula- tion of a merger with its own Raw. Yet the company insists the pair can co-exist. Mike Arnold, Raw's ad man- ager, says: "There would be no sense in merging the two; Kerrang! is very strong with weekly news. Raw is features led and fortnightly." While most metal titles have at least 80 per cent male readers, Raw returns a 40 per 

Bonici (inset): entering metal's publishing ghetto 
cent female readership. In the monthly market the former fortnightly Metal Ham- mer re-enters the fray to find three competitors. Maxwell Consumer Magazine's June- launched Rock Power joins the Australian title Hot Metal and the rejuvenated Riff Raff on the same shelves. Rock Power European man- aging editor Ray Bonici says; "What was missing from the market was something taking in the whole lifestyle. "Rock Power is more up- market and measured. We don't have green gunk splash- ed all over our pictures. Instead of gunk, Rock Power has cult cartoon hero Judge Dredd in a tie-in. A similar divide fuelled ex- pansion of the video sector. Hard 'N' Heavy, the original 

metal video magazine, empha- sises fun and vulgarity, says editor Georgie Greene, where- as competitor Metal XS bills itself as 'The intelligent rock fans guide". With 60 to 100,000 world- wide sales Hard 'N' Heavy proved the format's potential. Warner Music Vision's recent acquisition of distribution rights for the title from Virgin underlines its clout. Hard rock's stigma seems to strengthen its fans' feeling of fellowship. "I have seen people looking at metal mags on the tube hiding the cover," says 
But as more and more pub- lishers discover the secret, metal fans will be unable to keep their passion under wraps much longer. Matthew Cole 

' 
PROMO PLAY SURVEY 

Chesney Hawke's new video leads the pack in MWs promo play survey. In the four weeks to April 27, The One And Only scooped 24.21 minutes of airtime on UK terrestrial television. A close second was Bart And Homer Simpson's Deep Deep Trouble with 22.45 minutes 

airplay. Making up the rest of the top 10 were the latest promos from Cher (20.45), Gloria Este- fan (13.50), Transvision Vamp (12.49), The Clash (12.14), Oleta Adams (10.16), C & C Music Factory (9.33), James (9.32) and Judas Priest (8.21). Source: TV Tracking 

TUESDAY MAY 7 Star Test featuring Betty OBoo, Channel Four; 11.45pm-12.15 am. Jazz On A Summer's Night a featuring Herbie Hancock, Channel Four; 12-15-1.20am. 
THURSDAY MAY 9  Top Of The Pops, BBC1; [ |;] 7-7.30pm. 

Friday At The Dome O featuring Lemmy, Whycliffe, Curve, and Christy Moore, Channel Four; llpm-12.15am. The Hit Man And Her, ITV: U 3.55-4.5 
SATURDAY MAY 11 The ITV Chart Show: Oll.30am-12.30pm. Sound Stuff—The Singing Voice, Channel Four; 7-8pra. 
A Tribute To Bob Marley ■, featuring concert HQ footage and tributes from Aswad and Eric Clapton, Radio One: 
Country Greats In Concert featuring Lyle Lovett, Radio Two: 3.02-4pm. 
In Concert featuring Ride i",'" -i and Blue ■O Aeroplanes, Radio One; 10-llpm. 
SUNDAY MAY 12  The Simple Truth — A Concert For Kurdish IHSI Refugees featuring Chris de Burgh, Sinead O'Connor and MC Hammer, BBC2: 8-llpm and simultaneous broadcast on Radio One (times may vary). 

woolf seddon solicitors 
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HEAVY METAL 

Loyal fans fuel rock's 

singles chart lift off 
Terminally unfashionable it might be, but heavy metal's increased showing 
in the charts and its avid fan base augur well for the future, says Kirk Blows 
Despite hard rock's reputation as an albums market, the single is still an area in which bands, the industry and the metal record buying public are increasingly 

Iron Maiden, Little Angels, David Lee Roth, Thunder, Anthrax, Warrant, The Almighty and Megadeth have all penetrated the Top 40 singles chart this year. This raises two questions: is there a general growth in the hard rock singles market, or conversely a decrease in the general level of singles sales to the extent that metal is finding 
And is radio showing increased signs of accommodating the genre? Mike Andrews, EMI label general manager, whose Thunder have scored five Top 40 hits from their Back Street Symphony debut LP, believes the answer lies in the music. "There's a lot of really good, happening British and American rock bands at the moment, causing the genre to do well. People talk about market share, and market this, that and the other; but it's all down to whether you have a great band making great records. The public makes the judgement." The heavy metal market remains steady and solid, says Andrews. "I think we're seeing the beginning of the end of the dance market, and as soon as the tide goes out what's left on the beach is rock music." Polydor director of marketing, John Waller, currently enjoying success with The Almighty, Little Angels and Magnum, agrees on both points: the market is reliable 

Boston's hottest eThe 

New blood: Megadeth (left) and Thunder are among the bands bringing hard metal to the chart: 
and the new talent is coming through. The role of the single has not changed, however. "They are there to promote the album from which they come," he says. "You have to use the medium of singles to get the act to the public's attention." The general view is that there has been no overall shift in emphasis towards the single format. So why more heavy metal hits of late? "The industry is getting more expert at picking its moments," says Waller. "If your record is good, you set it up and you play the format game, so it has instant appeal so it is bought fairly quickly. The problem with rock singles is that they will get little daytime airplay. Now and again they find one they like, and then of course miraculously it sells." The subject of formats and radio play brings attention to Iron Maiden, whose Bring Your Daughter To The Slaughter entered the singles chart at number one, where it stayed for 

Iron Maiden: leaders of the UK pack 

two weeks, despite not being playlisted by Radio One. It was released on Christmas Eve, traditionally the weakest selling singles week of the year, but as Mike Andrews says, "If I see an opportunity to get Iron Maiden to number one, it is my job to grab 
The Iron Maiden single was simultaneously released in the maximum five formats. "We knew we had a chance of an immediate number one given their fan loyalty, if we gave them good formats, with lots of different tracks," says EMI senior product manager, Steve Davis. The release of several formats of one single obviously exploits fan loyalty. "But it's not how many there are, it's how creative they are," says Andrews. "But it's not something limited to rock, I would do the same number with Cliff Richard." If hard rock is making greater in-roads into the upper regions of the charts it is not due to any change in philosophy at Radio One at least. Executive producer Stuart Grundy says: "In the case of Thunder and Little Angels we are talking about two bands that have a couple of singles that everybody felt they could get across in a big way. But the question that all producers ask is, will this fit into my programme?" Grundy had detected no increased pressure from record companies to get hard rock singles played or playlisted as such, but acknowledges that the better the record the bigger the 

As for not playlisting the Maiden track: "People did not think it would fit into their 

it the m crop of talent. But every success scored builds the crossover appeal of rock acts into the mainstream market. Phonogram rock promotions manager Annrae Walterhouse says: "It's not just down to marketing, a lot has to do with bands such as Guns N' Roses and Faith No More helping the music to open a lot of new doors. And you have to consider the role of the press There's never been so many hard rock magazines." Ultimately, despite the problems metal faces, its fans will remain loyal. The exciting result of the genre's current chart success is that that fan base seems to be growing. ITOI 

s. Extreme are already in the US Top 20 album chart with their second album Pornografitti. Led by guitar virtuoso Nuno Bettencourt, the band are at the forefront of the new funk metal explosion, and n the c< :r of 

programme. But we are not catering to record buyers (he estimates at less than 10 per cent of their audience) but to the 56 million." EMI is philosophical about Radio One's neglect of the single. "I find it strange," says Mike Andrews, "but it is their prerogative. It did not get on the playlist, but it still got good 
Richard Park, director of programmes for Capital Radio, says: "We tried with Megadeth (Holy Wars and Hangar 18) recently but it just sat in the format." He feels desperately that hard rock is harshly treated by radio, but he too says his obligation is to his audience as a whole. Hard rock encompasses a broad range of music, and building a general picture of where it is going within the industry is more a case of pulling together. Key players in the market however, acknowledge that the genre's 

Rolling Stone a: one of 'Brightest Hopes' of 1991. Although the album is already out, A&M is repromoting it to coincide with their first UK dates, which started on May 2, with More Than Words released as a single on May 27 to coincide with the second round of dates. Bettencourt is currently on the cover of every 
magazine, so expect similar drooling coverage here on top of full inkie, monthly and metal press. A&M will be going to town on formats for the 
picture disc and giant fold-out poster bag among them. 
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Questioms  
1 Four acts feature as the 'New Faces Of '91' on the cover of the latest Rolling Stone. 
Chris Isaak, The Charlatans, De La Soul and.... 
2 Which guitarist has just been voted as 'Best New Talent' in the 1991 GUITAR WORLD Readers Poll ? 
3 Which LP was voted as best album in the 1991 GUITAR WORLD Poll ? 
4 Which band has sold out the MARQUEE, on May 2nd, in just 3 days without any advertising ? 
5 Which band have already sold in the UK, over 11,000 copies of their latest album simply on 'word of 
mouth' buzz • with no singles yet released ? 
6 Who release their debut UK single "Get The Funk Out" on 27 May ? 

 ANSWERS AX BOTTOIUI OF AD   
ORDER FROM POLYGRAM TELESALES: 081-590 6044 OR FROM AIM TELESALES: 081-748 7629 

7" / 12" POSTERBAC / CD / MC - AM / AMP / AMCD / AMMC 737 
ON TOUR - MAY: 2 LONDON, MARQUEE • 3 MANCHESTER, INTERNATIONAL II • 24 BRADFORD, QUEENS HALL • 25 GLASGOW, 

Q.M.U. • 26 NEWCASTLE, RIVERSIDE • 28 NOTTINGHAM, ROCK CITY ♦ 29 BRISTOL, BIERKELLER • 30 LONDON, ASTORIA 

M\ -man* RECORDS 

'"ARISE1 is mathematically precise and monolithic, holding itself together as it > watches the world outside tear .... : >v : r itself apart" — Melody Maker - " 
" 1^91 should be the year that Sepultura, 'r emerge as the only genuine challengersfr;' ' to Slayer's ufiSSpilled ;; VStW thrash .crown" —MetaTiForces/' ■jP 

"An industrialTsup'ermitural/C p. „■ nightmare'Cr-T-VOX fi?:-' 
". • . No track is-hot^mgleiis than a fi^'" measure of anger and.aggression."—„ 

"Few metal "KJiTfeleased this year, if'afrjS, " will triumph over 'ARISE'" — Select ' ' 
"The band's most mature ^ork to date-'-^RAW^' 

/rt'A Jujld step forwarch>^./and it's only ... gonna get better" — Kerning! -m 
UKijpUJvTEr ' 
RDABRpir^ .4i,Zi 

ARISE 
^ - ■VLP • Rd^^i 

; M<« RO ntim    CD • RQ 93128 -2 
Limited Edition Digipacj^b RS"9328 5 

  PRODUCED BY Scd^BURNS MIXED BY ANDY WALLACE 
DISfmBUTED BY . . PINNACLE REmRD^:b6'§ire73144 _ 

ROADRACER RECORDS WOULD LIKE TO THANK PINNACLE RECORDS AND IMPULSE FOR MAKING SEPULTURA TOP 40 IN THE UK 
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HEAVY METAL 

Music's rock solid base 
Martin Aston asks the UK's leading metal heads, what it is that inspires 
the fanatical loyalty of the leather-jacketed followers of hard rock music 
mark palmer MD of Roadrunner UK "I have dealt with heavy metal for six years and I wish I knew the answer. We would probably sell a lot more records if I did. But one thing that brings metal fans together is that they are frowned upon by everybody else, by which I mean society in general, and the media, which makes them fight for their music a bit more fervently. "Like most kinds of music, metal goes through fads and trends, the current one being funk metal, like Faith No More and the Red Hot Chili Peppers. That will go the same way as glam, sleaze, death, thrash, and so on, and only the good bands will survive. But one thing that will always come through on the metal scene is that it's about extremes. It could be slowness, heaviness, whatever — I do not know what it will be, but someone always goes one step further. When Metallica came out, people thought 'this was heavy'. If only they had known a band like Obituary was around the corner." 
BRUCE DICKENSON Lead singer of Iron Maiden "I think the fans see the musicians as fans of the music we all grew up with. We are still doing the stuff we did in front of the mirror with the broomhandle. Punk had the same thing, but the difference with metal is that there is a desire to build something that is lasting, musically speaking. "The sort of music we play is an escape into another world. I don't particularly want to make people manically depressed. The idea is to stick your head out and have a good time. Heavy metal is a live form of music too. It's a big, loud and brash kind of music, which does not lose anything by 

IP 

MALCOLM PACKER Head of marketing and promotions, Castle Communications "It's music for the 15 to 25 backlash era. It is a really rebellious thing for young people to get into. It upsets a lot of people, which is why it's always there. It is a very music-related thing as well, as, most of the time, fans are in bands as well. Then there is the live aspect. You see Iron Maiden or Motorhead, and it is powerful, you cannot help but be engulfed by the whole 

thing. It is a really spectacular 
"Generally, metal is very much the same today as it was in the Seventies. It is consistent, good, solid music that young people like, and old people too. Buying Bronze Records gave us Motorhead and Uriah Heep's catalogue, which is good business for us, and at £3.99 for albums and cassettes and £5.99 for CDs, we give good value for money. Metal has always stood up throughout, which makes it all very reliable. The product the 

fans are buying is the product they want, and they are not cheated by it. You can not mess about with these albums because they are very important to people's lives. "By taking a short-terra view, the industry is shooting itself in the foot by not encouraging new bands. They are only interested in putting a producer in with session musicians, or a Fairlight and drum machine. Consequently, there are no new metal bands being signed up and nurtured and marketed." 
transferring from club to arena. All good concerts should be like a ritual, where audience and band feed each other, which is where metal scores big. 'The music is heading the same way as everything else, round in a big circle. It seems to be going back to quality and ideas, with 

Dickenson: 'Metal seems to be going back to quality and ideas' 

bands like Living Color, King's X and Queensryche, as opposed to marketing and bullshit. With any luck, people will stop calling it 'heavy metal' and just a good record or a bad one." 
ANNRAE WALTERHOUSE Phonogram rock promotions manager "Basically, it is still an underground following that comes through. Wolfsbane, for example, are a street level band people can identify with. Any kid could get up on stage and be Blaze Bailey, whereas most kids can't feel they're going to be Jason Donovan. "The music is determined by a fan base as opposed to pop music which is more determined by Radio One. Metal fans know they can help a rock band get along. A lot of bands have gone Top 40, lost their street credibility, and ended up going to America, and their fans have lost touch with what they are doing. A group like Iron Maiden though, comes back and makes a point of playing smaller capacity venues. 

"It is an attitude too. There is the rebellious element, parents hate it. It is something for kids that carries on through their lives. I know a lot of 40-year-old kids! Identity is also important. With The Black Crowes, the fans have taken hold of the crow image and put it on their jacket andjeans. "I like how things are crossing over more and more. AOR bands like Winger or Warrant are still doing the tried and tested things, but bands like Jane's Addiction, Faith No More, Mind Funk and Electric Boys are all experimenting. There is nowhere left to go with AOR, so the trend is on the funky side or retro, like Burning Tree who have a very Hendrixy feel. It has gone full circle. There is also the New Wave Of British Heavy Metal Part Two, with Wolfsbane, The Almighty, Little Angels and Thunder, plus Seattle bands like Soundgarden, with funky, strange, bizarre lead vocalists. It is an alternative to black leather and the Motorheads of this world." 

Jo Headland, senior product manager at Atlantic Records "To exploit that loyalty, you have to do it through live shows and the music press as there's very little outlet through radio and TV. You 
through the press, and make people aware of the band and get them along to see them. We also use different formats. The new AC/DC single is a pure packaging exercise, with no 
between formats. Fans want collectors' items like Angus's Satchel pack, which is one of five formats, three of which are strictly limited editions. Fans like to have collectors' items, although it is getting hard to think of new formats." 
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CLASS IFI ED 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
 ./"togc-S Promotions—== 

THE ONE STOP 
For all your Promotional products From Concept, Artwork and Design, to Production and Delivery or Distribution We can handle the whole project tor you 

k Umbrellas * All YOUR FUTURE PROMOTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Printed or personalised to your specification 

./togcl 
CALL US NOW 
./tags. 2 

TELL US WHAT YOU NEED 
./togc. 3 Promotions 

—./tog<L3 InternatlonQl-—J 

NOT ANOTHER 
BROKEN RECORD! 

lehind you ^ cab us today. 
sS Swan 

Tei^one:^(C)536^ 204_ 

SUCCESS THE SPECIALIST RECRUITMENT CONSULTANTS TO THE MUSIC INDUSTRY 

WeveaWtiboce 

Sx ORDER ^ 
0952 620361_(^ 

RECORD SHOPS WANTED 

Apply in confidence 
BOX No 5001 MUSIC WEEK 

SHOP FITTINGS FOR SALE Mixed number of cassettes and IPs NORANK £25 EACH 
Tel: 0602-761329 (after 6pm) JOHN OR JANE 

SEND BOX NUMBER 
REPLIES TO: 23-27 TUDOR STREET, 

LONDON EC4Y OHR 

APPOINTMENTS 

POSTIHQ 
our 

PR 

CONCERT 
PROMOTERS 

INCREASE 
TICKET SALES 

OVERNIGHT 
For FREE Info Pack Fax Us On: 0604-713757 PP8, Box 256, NN1 4AL 

r'ALL your packaging needs - RING NOW! Comctct Kristlnd Cm 081-341 7070 (6 Linesj WILTON OF LONDON •hcpHEaSiuse 481233SamtS High St. London Nib mmmmmm ?dx m-w tna -mm 
SLEEVE /T 

12" RECORD SLEEVES umi BOS tniON BUSHESS CENTRE 

CASH AND CARRY 

TRANSAX 

id 
MUSIC 
SYSTEMS 

MODULAR SH0PFITTING VERSATILE RANGE OF COMPATIBLE DISPLAYS T0RAGE AND COUNTERS FOR ALL MUSIC AND VIDEO FORMATS, FREE PLANNING AND SHOP DESIGN 
INTERNATIONAL DISPLAYS - MUSIC SPECIALISTS 

OFFICE/PRE PRODUCTIOH/STUDIO SPACE for re 

MB( MMM ' 
Copyright Assistants (2) 

Copyright Department (Music) 

For^iTcaU^n5foTrTcon'tact Recruitment Services, London W1A 1AA. Tel: 071-436 5555. Application Forms to -May.st^ 
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CLASSIFIED 

APPOINTMENTS 

PROJECT MANAGER 
DIGITAL COMPACT CASSETTE 
We believe (he DIGITAL COMPACT CASSETTE (DCC) is one of the most exciting developments to take place within the music industry since the introduction of the Compact Disc. Reporting to the Senior Commercial Co-ordinalor, the Project Manager will assist in all activities involved in the launch of the DCC. Responsibilities include the co-ordination of the worldwide hardware/ software system launch and various third-party activities; involvement in manufacturing, production and promotion issues; assisting in preparation for demonstrations and trade fairs; and providing a 

re looking for a very special individual - a statistician, technically 
to thrive under communication and organisatio pressure and, ideally, knowledge of the music industry. In return we offer a stimulating fast moving environment, attractive sal. commensurate with experience and excellent benefits. If you want to b involved in this exciting new venture please write enclosing daytime telephone number and full CV to: joy Hamlyn, Personnel Manager, PolyCram International Ltd, 30 Berkeley Square, London W1X 5HA. 

PolyGram 

ASSISTANT WANTED 

Tel: 071-266 0308 

MALE — 21 

REPERTOIRE 
MANAGER 

Crescent Direct, part of the Pickwick Group pic, bas- ed in North-West London require a Repertoire Man- ager to join Britain's fastest growing music club. 
Reporting to the Marketing Manager you would be expected to liaise with the record companies, select repertoire for the club magazine and titles for intro- ductory advertisements as well as co-ordinating production of the club magazine. 
We are looking for an energetic person who would be willing to develop the role and who possesses a good knowledge of the music industry. Experi- ence of a music club would be an advantage. 
We can offer the right person an attrai commensurate with experience, and a benefits associated with a successful a Company. 

live salary, I the usual id growing 

Philip Crick, Marketing Manager Crescent Direct, Hardman House The Hyde Industrial Estate, London NW9 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

REWARD CASH AVAILABLE 

CHEAPO CHEAPO RECORDS LTD 53 Rupert SUo«I^Lond|n W1 

TRACK SOUND AND VISION is, surplus stock. Any lerein the UK. CDs 
071-379 0445, 071-224 4473, 0831-815277 Fax: 071-379 0445 CASTLE HOUSE, 25 CASTLEREAGH STREET LONDON W1H5YR 
WH PRODUCTIONS PRESENT A SHOWCASE FEATURING THE Q LEROY UNITED z DENNIS NATION < TUESDAY, 14 MAY THE NOMIS COMP LEX, STUDIO 5 SINCLAIR ROAD, LONDON WU Info: 0236 67263 

AUDIO SALES TEAM 
REPRESENTATIVES 

TBD, a division of John Menzies (GB) Ltd, the country's lead- ing wholesale distributor of home entertainment product, in- vite applications for the above positions. In keeping with the company's current expansion programme we need to strengthen our Audio Sales Force by recruiting additional representatives. 
A strong personality and a proven track record are essential if the successful applicant is to succeed in this demanding role as part of our national sales team. 
Not only will the positions hold the usual benefits associated with a major company, but will have Head Office support from a professional Sales Co-ordination Department, and a telesales force of 40. 
If you think you have the characteristics we are looking for and are over the age of 25 then apply in writing with current CV to: 

Terry Dorr National Accounts Manager — Audio Terry Blood Distribution Unit 1, Rosevale Business Park Newcastle under Lyme Staffordshire ST5 7QT TW 

PRODUCT MANAGER 
PRE-RECORDED MUSIC 

W H Smith is one of the country's leading retailers of pre-recorded music with over 300 departments nationwide. Our unique market positioning and our sophisticated EPOS systems give us increasing opportunities to strengthen our position in the market. We are looking for a Product Manager to work within a small team which controls our Rock and Pop range. This is a fast moving area which calls for sound commercial judgement in assessing new releases and specifying order volumes. You will also be responsible for controlling the range of products already in-store and will be closely involved in advertising and promoting this range. You will be working closely with contacts throughout the record industry which will require you to have an outgoing personality. You will probably be in your twenties, preferably with a degree or equivalent. More importantly your track record should enable you to demonstrate a knowledge of, and an interest in music combined with business and marketing skills. An attractive salary and benefits package, including a non-contributory 
offered. The salary itself is negotiable dependent on experience. For an application form please telephone or write to Margaret Bullock, Senior Personnel Officer, W H Smith Limited. GreenbridgC Road, Swindon. Wiltshire SN3 3LD. Telephone (0793) 616161 e; ' 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER 

WHSMITH 
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LIVE 

Martin Talbot on the gigging dilemma for new acts 

The great unsigned 
HH 

(mmm 
Venue: Astoria, 157 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. Capacity: 1,600 with 500 seated. Last five acts: Blur, Ozric Tentacles, Cheap And Nasty, The Lemonheads, Pablo 
Typical concert; Young groups breaking into major venue circuit or one-off showcase/charity concerts. Manager's view: "It is good for bands at the stage Blur have reached, they needed to play in central London. A lot of people are critical of The Astoria, accusing it of being dark and dingy with a miserable atmosphere but the fans really seemed to enjoy it. The facilities are all there and the gig is what you make of it. It gave them the chance to put on a good show and the whole thing was well handled. The management and security worked well and were co-operative." Mike Collins, for Blur. Promoter's view: "The Astoria gets a bad press but when the Town and Country put restrictions on bands, everyone was booking in there again and slopped moaning. We always use it because it is central and the rock clubs there have strong support. The lights are of a high standard now and the PA is fine." Robert Hayden, of Phil Mclntyre Promotions for Cheap And 
Merchandising: Stall available for fixed fee or negotiable percentage. PA: 12K in-house for optional 
Astoria in 1990: Over 150 live concerts, regular weekly club nights and TV filming use for BSkyB and Juke Box Jury for Channel Four. Average ticket price: £7.50. 

For an established act, gigging is an important part of paying back your fans' loyalty. But for the unsigned the reality is very different. Without record company backing, getting gigs is a pretty tough business — as Keziah Jones has discovered. "A promoter is not going to put you on unless he knows he is going to fill his club," says Jones' manager Phil Pickett. It is a Catch 22 situation: you can't get gigs without a fan base and you can't build a following without live shows. To then get a record deal — of- ten dependent on live perfor- mance — is almost impossible. But Jones is one of the lucky ones. His sixth show at the Subterania in just over a year packed 300 followers into the West London venue; an at- tendance not uncommon for the 21-year-old guitarist singer-songwriter. Even on the night of Febru- ary's worst blizzard, Jones still attracted 200 fans to the club to witness his unique style of "blufunk". Such a loyal following is the reward of a year's hard gigging since Jones won a sup- port slot to Hugh Masekela at the Subterania in March last 
Following that run with a schedule of two or three shows a month in London's smaller venues and a 22-date univer- sity tour in England, Scotland and Wales in January, Jones quickly spread his name around the country. For Jones, having a well- connected manager like Pickett — formerly of Sailor and Culture Club's touring band — has proved crucial. Promoter for the Mean Fid- dler Organisation Dave Phil- lips adds: "Sometimes it is more important to have a good agent or manager than it is a record deal." 

It was contacts which helped line up the Masekela dates and hard work touting demo tapes secured the university 
The interest generated has justified both tours, culminat- ing in Jones' first TV appear- ance on Friday At The Dome last week — live, of course. Live performance remains the key to Jones' raw funk sounds. A live video of Jones 
Booking agent; Neil O'Brien Promoter; Mean Fiddler Organisation Stage manager: Jeremy Smith PA and lighting; Subterania, in-house Merchandising: Pink Protection Company Venue: Subterania Capacity: 600 Tickets: £5, just over 300 sold Potential gross: £3,000. 

shot during one of the Masekela slots has excited the interest of a procession of rec- ord companies. And whoever decides to sign him will have no need to worry about packaging: Jones has al- ready built up his own image complete with self-designed live backdrop and merchan- 
On sale at the Subterania was a Keziah T-shirt, designed by Jones, a four-track EP and a live cassette available through Jones and Pickett's Pink Protection Company. Details of the merchandise are included in a newsletter sent out to the hundreds of people who wanted informa- tion about Jones after his uni- versity tour. "People kept coming up and asking if they could ge{ a rec- ord, so we started taking a few names," says Pickett. The list has now grown to 1,200. One thing is for sure, there is definitely a market for this particular act. 

ROUND-UP 
Acts have been confirmed for the second ICA rock week at The Mall, London. Run in conjunction with IRN-BRU, the event takes place between June 10 and June 15. Bands taking part include: The Sandkings; Levitation; Ruthless Rap Assassins; Five Thirty; and Spiritualized . . . Magus Productions is promoting three major events at the Milton Keynes Music Festival. Taking place at Milton Keynes' Campbell Park over the bank holiday weekend, May 25 to May 27, the concerts are three all-day events with bands including Carter, Gary Clail, Manic Street Preachers, Steve Harley And Cockney Rebel and John Martyn . , . MCP is promoting a selection of dates on the current Bill Pritchard tour. Tying in with Pritchard's new Play It Again Sam single, Number Five, the tour started on May 1 and concludes in Sheffield on May 22. Other dates include stops at Brighton, Newcastle, Aberdeen, Manchester, Birmingham and London's Astoria ... Metropolis Music is promoting Living Colour's May/June tour. Concluding on June 2 at London's Brixton Academy, the tour takes in dates at Wolverhampton, Newcastle, Liverpool, and Manchester ... Two support slots have been confirmed; Steve Booker is the special guest on the Kennedy Street- promoted Clannad tour, while Cheap And Nasty get the pre- interval slot on MCP's EnuffZ' Nuff May tour. Booker, supporting his new single, Wedding Day, will be visiting Manchester, Newcastle, Glasgow, Birmingham, London and Cardiff between May 10 and 16, while Cheap And Nasty's tour includes Bristol, Bradford, Glasgow, Manchester and London's Town And Country Club on May 19. 

F 

U 

Featuring: 
TRENT REZNOR (Nine Inch Nails) 
MARTIN ATKINS (Public Image Ltd/Killing Joke) 
BILL RIEFLIN (Ministry/Revolting Cocks) 
OGRE (Skinny Puppy) 
EN ESCH (KMFDM) 

NEW LP/CD/^ASSE^TE : GRAM 47 
Anagram Records is adivision of Cherry Red Records Ltd. Bishops Park House^/ 25-29 Fulham High Street London SW6 3JH. Distributed by Pinnacle. 

DAVID YOW (The Jesus Lizard/Scratch Acid) 
CHRIS CONNELLY (Tribe/Revolting Cocks) 
WILLIAM TUCKER (Ministry/Scornflakes) 

MATT SCHULTZ (A.T.G.) 
12 songs produced by 
STEVE ALBINI 
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PEOPLE 

LlR.E.M./J really boring. j| It's very late I night and I 
a rage. It's too self indulgent and there's a lot of instrumen- tal twaddle. "I think good singles can of- ten be a bit misleading so I don't buy so many albums. Mind you, I hope no-one thinks that about our records. "In general, I buy CDs be- cause you can do really good copies on cassette for your 
TPau, featuring singer Carol Decker, return with the single Whenever You Need Me this 

Palmer's game 
for a laugh 
At 27, Julian Palmer is one of the youngest big label direc- tors. Maybe that's why he's still a bit of a kid. Nicknamed Game Boy, Palmer — one of the founders of Island's 4th & B'way label and newly-appointed to the seven-man board — is very much a hands-on director. Hands on his Nintendo com- puter game, that is. In his spare time (!), he's out at clubs or gigs — the way of life for anyone involved with a dance label. "I go out as much as possible but to be honest I prefer the clubs in the States," says Palmer, who is even a bit of a DJ himself. "I was a club DJ in the early Eighties with Jay Strongman and Gary Crowley. Now I do it whenever I can which isn't very often because of my re- sponsibilities at Island," he 

Those duties have included licensing 4th & B'way's first big hit, Somebody Else's Guy by Jocelyn Brown. He's always on the look out for acts so change your name to Super Mario and he'll be in- terested .. . 

w 
If a thing's worth doing, it's worth doing twice — that's the motto of pluggers Fleming and Smallman. The team of exhibitionists were at it again last week, reprising the Billy Idol-inspired White Wedding ruse of six years ago (see last week's feature on pluggers). This time it was a little smoother however, as TV plugger Richard Evans donned top hat and tails to 

plug Steve Booker's single Wedding Day and "wed" colleague Myles Keller in front of Radio One producer Mick Wilkojc. "We were organising some wedding cakes to send out as promotion," says Evans, "When I looked up at the picture on the wall, I said to Oliver Smallman, 'If we don't do it again, people will think we're losing our touch.'" It is not the only stunt the 

pluggers have pulled, however. One single, Rag & Bone by Steve Ellis, prompted the imaginative Evans to hire a rag & bone cart to Radio One. "We went all the way up Regent Street, when the horse died of a heart attack at Oxford Circus,' says Evans. "It was terrible." The single died prematurely too. "For one thing, we didn't get any copies to anyone,' says Evans. 
TWO WAY STREET 

Mad Max: that picture 
MCA faces 
Bob's wrath 
Rarely has a single launch backfired quite as spectacular- ly as MCA's push for new band Two Way Street — but then they did take on the might of newspaper mogul Robert Maxwell. Cap'n Bob hit the roof when MCA released early promo copies of the debut single, Big Shot, replete with picture of his rotund face on the sleeve. Although he refused per- mission to use it on the official release, MCA had already gone ahead with 1,000 fiy- posters and 500 advertising boards featuring the picture. Passers-by were understand- ably alarmed and complained to Westminster Council. 

MCA obediently tore them all down. "They said they would fine us £200 for each poster," says marketing execu- tive Louise Royston, who is quick to deny there was any intention to deliberately pro- voke the notoriously litigious Maxwell. "It has been good publicity though," she admits. 

  

Shot down: the sleeve 
Meanwhile, the band's man- ager Simon Davies is also cock-a-hoop, despite waiting nervously for one of Maxwell's famed legal letters. "Apparently I am going to receive something in the post from Maxwell's company, but I haven't got it yet." he says nervously. Could this lead to a Two Way Street of shame? Who cares — it is aU good 

m 

New logo: cat a tonic? 
Umbrella's 
animal logic 
The animal rights might have something to say about the logo for this year's fifth Umbrella Seminar on June 22 and 23. It's raining cats and dogs, geddit? The curious sketch of a pair of plummetting pets was drawn by a couple' of former advertising designers for the seminar producer Greg Lynn. "The seminar logo has been a bit boring in the past in my humble opinion," he says. "We wanted to do something more humorous without just having an umbrella." It might not be the last you'll be seeing of it either; the logo may be adopted perma- nently if the reaction is posi- tive, Lynn promises. If laughs are considered positive, it could be around for 

DIARY 
Congratluations to all involved in putting on the Ivor Novello Awards. It went superbly. Strange that it cost just £25,000 this year, half as much as last time despite looking twice as good. "It's a piece of piss organising these awards," says director Mike Batt. Shame on Keith Allen too for leading the ribald laughter at Cliff Richard's faux pas. "It is better to give to than receive but that is only at the moment of giving. The rest of the time I much prefer receiving," said Saint Cliff... Vic Reeve's appearance on Top Of The Pops gave Island MD Marc Marot a shock when the chart-storming comic appeared with a flip chart. Marot didn't realise it had been nicked from the Island boardroom until Reeves flicked over a page to reveal the details of its Gee Street deal... 
Even when sister labels AntiUes and Mango got publicity for their new catalogue in London's Evening Standard things didn't go to plan. They printed the wrong phone number — it actually connected to a gay sex fine . .. There have been red faces among dealers calling Warner Classics about "haemorrhoids". Surely they mean the new Emeraude series, of which general manager Bill Holland says: "We're going to sell piles" ... IRS and EMI are thought to be finalising details on yet another hush-hush deal... Pete Waterman rings to remind me of my recent jibe at PWL's move into rap, PWL America release I Got To Have It by Ed OG & Da Bulldogs is number one in the US rap chart this week, sorry, Pete. .. Meanwhile the Hitman is threatening to take a camera crew into a record shop and publically buy in his own product if the BPI doesn't act soon on chart hyping, he says ,.. And finally; this week we say goodbye to Nicolas Soames, judo-loving classical specialist of MW for more than a decade. Good luck to him, but welcome to Phil Soramerich who will continue the thankless task of spreading a little culture among the philistines here . . . 

music week 
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MUSIC MERCHANDISING IS ON A 

SELL-OUT TOUR, AND NOBODY IN 

THE MUSIC BUSINESS HAS GREATER 

SALES POTENTIAL THAN THE 

ROSTER OF SUPER STARS AT t 
1 

WINTERLAND LICENSING. OVER 

135 ARTISTS PLAY TO EVERY 

DEMOGRAPHIC GROUP, FROM PRE- 

m 

TEENS TO POST BABY BOOM. ROCK 

IS MORE THAN A TREND, IT'S A |L® ® ® ® ® ® 

LIFESTYLE. GET IN ON THE ROLL. 
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